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Abstract

This practice-based research has been driven by the question, ‘how do you make a hallucinatory 
artwork?’ It uses ritual magic as both a method and allegory through which to explore performative 
methodologies in drawing. It suggests drawing as a Body of  Pure Intensity - an always imminent body, 
capable of  operating as actant and agent in the production of  idiosyncratic forms of  knowledge and 
subjectivity. My methodologies defend drawing as a special form of  embodied analysis, reflexivity 
and hauntological dialogue, through its mimicry / imitative notation on and alongside the drawings 
of  Antonin Artaud. I am asking, what can a drawing do when done as an act of  magic, when magic 
is seen not as symbolic, allegorical, or metaphysical, but as a literalising act — with phenomenal and 
plastic e/affects?   

At the centre of  this research is a series of  drawings, made sequentially in a notebook, using 
techniques of  self-induced altered states of  consciousness to manifest the drawings. This series is in 
response to Artaud’s posthumously published notebooks, 50 Drawings to Murder Magic (2004). This 
project walks alongside Artaud’s drawings, conspiring with them in their respective collections and 
archives, mimicking their gestures and intensities as though rehearsing a jailbreak.  

This project, in five parts, presents small, discrete drawings as potential staging spaces for magical 
acts, calling upon a ghost cast of  insurgent surrealists (including Unica Zürn and Austin Osman 
Spare), reanimating their intensities through acts of  hyper-empathic mimicry that seek to re-
embody, and thus find supra-sensory dialogue with, their radical theses for drawing. Accompanying 
sections focus respectively on heuristic and diagrammatic journals, archival quests and performative 
assertions for drawing. 

Bodies of  Pure Intensity presents an urgent reappraisal of  drawing and magic as adaptive practices and 
methodologies within contemporary art research. This project situates its methods in relation to 
contemporary drawing practices that explore magical motifs and entranced states, such as Matt 
Mullican, Suzanne Treister, and indigenous Shipibo-Conibo artist Sara Flores. Wider implications 
of  these findings present novel methodologies for drawing as a resistant act, producing new 
knowledge from within otherwise inaccessible and incorrigible perceptual experience.  
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Initiation: 

This project proposes drawing as an act of  magic.  

It asks, what happens when magic is taken literally through the act of  drawing, in relation to plastic, 

conceptual, methodological, or hallucinatory considerations in art research; and how or where 

would this approach to art and magic production situate itself  contextually?  

These questions forego skepticism, and enter into an invented space between technique, criticality 

and idiosyncratic subjectivities. 

There are five separate publications that constitute this thesis:  

These publications provide five different forms of  evidence. They are made up of  facsimiles of  

artworks; reflective and reflexive reports on drawing research; explication of  the methodology  

through do-it-yourself  instructions for drawing-magic in altered states; contextual analysis within 

historical and contemporary art research; and experimental audio compositions for trance-

induction, used within hallucinatory performances of  drawing as magic, as evidenced herein.  
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Damned Drawing contains facsimiles of  my drawing series, 23 Drawings to Muddle Magic (2017).

This document is included as evidence of  the actual drawings as primary practice-based output. 

This drawing series binds the many discursive contingencies within this research project into a 

focused  site upon which to think through their many entanglements. As such, it is to be used as a  

core reference point, anchoring the performative evidence and analysis within the other publications 

— always bringing them to bear upon the question of  how and to what extent prioritising magical 

agency within drawing-based art research formulates original contributions to knowledge. 

Damned Diaries  is a reflective and reflexive text, cataloguing both subjective and analytical

reports on practice-based research and experiments in primary archival research. Diaries contains 

facsimiles of  (mainly) hand-written journal entries that were made parallel to 23 Drawings to Muddle 

Magic, reporting on experiments in drawing as a noumenous , respectively and variably amplified by 

uses of  self-induced altered states of  consciousness. It also contains reports on archival research trips 

to see the magical and apocalyptic drawings of  Antonin Artaud, in the Bibliothèque Nationale de 

France; Centre Georges Pompidou; Bibliothèque Jacques Doucet, (Paris); and Musée Cantini 

(Marseille); as well as aberrant pilgrimages to Artaud’s place of  death and site of  burial.  

Common to all reports within Diaries, drawing becomes a site of  necromancy, speaking with artists 

long dead, who likewise employed the physical-perceptual-conceptual flux of  drawing to inscribe in 

them magical intensities, articulating experience beyond the prescribed limits of  the real. This 

uncertain ground is likewise explored through video documentation, edited as a form of  

entrancement, in complement to the live siting of  drawings.  

Damned D.I.Y. describes the ritual sequences, materialities, and performativities that are central

and crucial to my methodology, as developed in 23 Drawings to Muddle Magic. These methods focus 

on the use of  breathing exercises and audiovisual media as means of  altering consciousness; the use 

of  glossolalia in making intentions and meanings into abstract intensities; and durational repetitions 

of  technical drawing methods as a means of  tripping the mind into hallucinatory states, experienced 

between mind, hand, and page. The reader / drawing-magician is encouraged to follow the 

methods described therein, adapting them to their own subjective idiosyncrasies, to produce their 

own drawings as magical formulae. 

Damned Dialogues forms a contextual analysis that resists the possibility of  magic and drawing

being reduced to prone subjects, to be forensically disassembled. Instead of  sense-making, the text 
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discusses particular approaches to drawing — and to research itself — that resist analysis, and 

produces novel and innovative entanglements between technique, concept, and method. Dialogues 

acknowledges various histories of image making, such as alchemical etchings, that suffuse concept, 

model, and instruction, into visual systems that explore ineffable subjects, between knowledge and 

imagination. These entanglements coalesce into the central idea that they form Bodies of Pure Intensity 

— each part continuously altering and altered in conjunction with the others, whilst bound into one 

common form by the act of  drawing, a body as staging space for impossible ideas. 

Damned Drones contains four audio works on cassette tape. The audio works are composed

trance-induction drones, used in the making of 23 Drawings to Muddle Magic, as well as in drawings 

responsive to archive visits (as recorded in Damned Diaries). Damned Drones are on magnetic audio 

cassette tapes, as the magnetic nature of the technology invites perceptual and inter-dimensional 

anomalies (See Damned Diaries, entry 10a, pp 41-43).  

These drones are included passively as part of my practice-based submission, and actively as a tool 

to use in combination with Damned D.I.Y. Readers and drawing-magicians are encouraged to 

experiment with these drones, either on their own, or superimposed on music, films, or other 

screen/projection based audiovisual media (see Damned D.I.Y. for details on recommended media 

and orientation) These drones have variable durations, but have been limited to 30 minutes as this is 

a productive duration for a drawing-magic experiment. 

___

This thesis proposes drawing as an act of magic. 

I ask the reader, however skeptical, to encounter the work on these terms. 
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      Secret Link

https://soundcloud.com/user-772044279/sets/damned-drones-greatest-hits-ov/s-pJKgGo6LTRi
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Bodies of Pure Intensity: Drawing as Magical Apparatus 

Notes on an imagined Private View

These drawings and audiovisual works had many 

planned and imagined sites of  display. They are 

now destined to be viewed in domestic settings, 

apart from the contingent theatricalities that might 

have contributed a certain aura to the viewing. I 

would like to suggest one of  these imagined spaces, 

so that the viewer might imagine them into being, if  

only for a moment. 

These works might have been displayed at the 

British Museum, in the Prints and Drawings 

Archives, on the top floor, above the mummies’ 

curses. They would have been set up for display on 

the large central display desk, designed for students 

and researchers to draw directly from Michelangelo 

or Kollwitz or Goya or other. The audience would 

be orientated by Prints and Drawings archivist and 

resident art historian Sarah Jaffray. On Jaffray’s 

desk, there would be a small monitor, playing 

psychomantically charged videos extrapolated from 

documented acts of  drawing. These would be 

viewed by one or the other of  the viewership, from 

a large leather-bound chair in the entrance, whilst 

they waited their turn to view the drawings. The 

drawings would be lain in their sketchbook, as they 

are here, to be seen as well as felt in haptic 

encounter.  

Inventory of Works:  

1.   23 Drawings to Muddle Magic 
     Drawings 1.a — 9.b :   Find in A5 notebook. 
     Drawings 10.a — 12 :  Find in A4 folder. 
     Note: Sheets are loose, and require delicate 	 	
	   handling. 

2.   Drawing Research —  Artaud: Drawings & Notebooks 
     Drawings made with / in response to Antonin 	

Artaud’s works at Centre Georges Pompidou; 
and notebooks in the Bibliothéque Nationale, 
Paris.  

	 Find in A5 notebook: CGP works on left pages, 
BN drawings on right pages. 

3.   Telemantic∆Documents 		  
      Sequence of  moving-image documentation of  	

drawing, 2017 - 2019. 

4.   La Chasse aux Fantômes // Artaud in Ivry-sur-Seine 
      Montage of  footage filmed on research trip / 

ghost-hunt to investigate Antonin Artaud’s 
place of  death in Ivry-sur-Seine. 

Find 3 and 4 as mp4 files on usb stick, 
embedded in false cassette tape.  
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Glossary
  

• Bodies of  Pure Intensity:  

This term, as the title of  this project, describes the totality of  its many formations and 

fragmentations as a body. It is an amalgam of  ecstatic attention in relation to entrancement, 

drawing, and writing, bound into a body of  interwoven intensities. Bodies of  Pure Intensity are not the 

artworks produced, the design of  the methodology, the latticed networks of  context, or the remote 

yet incorrigible subjective reports of  the practitioner-researcher, but all of  these assembled as an 

apparatus that prioritises the otherworldly intensities of  the magical.  

This concept is informed by Antonin Artaud’s notion of  the Body Without Organs, from his radio play, 

To have done with the judgement of  god (1994) . It is likewise informed by Unica Zürn’s conflations of  1 23

mind, body, space, and other in House of  Illnesses (1993); Austin Osman Spare’s experiments in 

breath retention known as the Death Posture, in The Book of  Pleasure (1913); as well as Michel Foucault’s 

lecture on suprasensory experience, The Utopian Body (1966; published Jones, 2006).  

•  Brujeria for Broken Boricua: 

A reflexive focus on the fragmented ethno-cultural associations of  my Puerto Rican heritage within 

an invented regime of  restorative magic. Brujeria is a word for witchcraft practiced variously in 

Puerto Rico and other Caribbean and Latin American cultures and their diasporas. While these 

practices are multifarious, they typically combine various combinations of  occult and religious 

rituals, primarily from West African, Indigenous South American, and Catholic traditions. My use 

 ‘When you have given him a body without organs then you will have delivered him from all his 1

automatisms and restored him to his true liberty.’ (1994, p 307)

 The ideas behind the Body without Organs can likewise be seen in Artaud’s earlier works, particularly in  2

The Theatre and its Double (1958), throughout which organs are made remote from the body through a 
prioritisation of affect, and a rebellion against the autonomic agency of an organ.  Intensity is the force 
by which autonomic processes of a body are overwhelmed, and the impossible is made quotidian. (p 30)

 Likewise, this term is also informed by elaborations of the concept of Body without Organs (or BwO) 3

by Deleuze and Guattari. See: Anti-Oedipus and A Thousand Plateaus (2004), as well as Deleuze’s The 
Logic of Sense (1990).
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of  Broken Boricua references my personal experience of  cultural fragmentation, Boricua being a term 

for people of  Puerto Rican descent, adapted from the indigenous Taíno name for the island, Boríken 

or Borinquen. My intercombinant use of  Spanish, Taíno, and English form an assemblage that 

describes an active struggle between a quasi-authentic colonial language I do not speak (Spanish); a 

colonial language I speak common to many in diaspora (English); and a authentic language which 

only exists in fragments and traces (Taíno).  

•  Counter-diagrammatic: 

Counter-diagrammatic is used to describe drawings that include abstract, figurative, and symbolic 

elements, as well as text (especially glossolalia). These would seem to sit uncomfortably between 

allegorical narrative and technical description, and so form some resistant and problematic 

articulation of  a diagram. Appropriating counter- as a prefix that signifies a performative resistance to 

and redefinition of  a subject, counter-diagrammatic emphasises a parallel or abstracted use of  

diagrams, in order to accommodate the nuances and multiple meanings of  idiosyncratic or 

anomalous ideas and knowledge. 

•  Muddling Magic: 

A shambolic amalgamation of  magical performances in preparation for the technical execution of  

drawings, the style and method of  which is structured to invoke hallucinations and altered states of  

consciousness. This process of  ‘muddling’ is akin to methods of  montage, collage, and bricolage — 

forming assemblages that co-construct novel questions, problems, and ideas within a conversant 

regime of  magic-as-media. Improvisation and indeterminacy add further muddling, prioritising the 

illogic of  intuition over the systematised ordering of  empirical experimental method. The term 

references Antonin Artaud’s 50 Drawings to Murder Magic (2004), a posthumously published book 

containing 54 pages with drawings and writing from Artaud’s private notebooks. Muddling Magic is 

also essentially synonymous with Octochronoplasmancy, listed below. 

• Mutinous Knowledge:  

Knowledge that resists traditional modes of  communicability, enacted and defended by those who 

function within formal structures of  knowledge production. This form of  knowledge is often 

maligned in its time/context, or produced remotely or even privately. As in the cases of  Artaud, 

Zürn, and Spare, mutinous knowledge was produced from within asylums or slums. These artists and 

magicians are definitively inside of  their respective contexts and artistic milieux historically, yet 
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simultaneously alien to them. Their aberrant visions, alien in their own time, reach out into the 

future for advocate audiences / mutineer conspirators. 

•  Octochronoplasmancy / Octochronoplasmantic / Octochronoplasmic: 

A neologism invented to describe a method of  performance that conflates time-travel, trans-

corporeality, harmonic intervals, and magic ritual. Octochronoplasmancy, references the primary 

components of  my method of  drawing-as-magic — Octo referring to both sound (via the octave ) 4

and its ability to alter both matter and consciousness, and cephalopods (octopus) and their ability to 

appropriate from their surroundings (via adaptive camouflage) in order to survive; chrono referencing 

the flattening of  time used in communicating with the past and future simultaneously; plasma being a 

substance that is non-existent in normal circumstances, and so always imminent; and -mancy, the 

suffix meaning divination, or the conjuring of  ghosts, and a diviner’s ability to invoke madness. 

Octochronoplasmancy means the method; Octochronoplasmantic means of, or pertaining to the methods 

described; whereas, Octochronoplasmic means of  or pertaining to the results or imminent possibilities 

resulting from this method. Lastly, it should be noted that these terms are also interchangeable 

variants of  Muddling Magic. (See document Damned DIY, p.5 for other information.) 

• Octophonic Time-Palettes:  

Multi-layered verbal communications that are embedded in two-dimensional space — such as a 

drawing — awaiting a future audience with advanced decoding cipher. The concept imagines a 

performer sounding up to 8-layers of  simultaneous vocalisations based on mystical interpretations 

of  sound, as a means to activate time as a usable media (‘palettes’ indicating similarities to the 

‘colours’ of  musical timbres). Scripted within a drawing (see ‘Script-Body’, p.8) Octophonic Time-

Palettes await a vocalising body that does not yet exist. (See: Damned Drawing, p.2) 

• The Old Plasmarchy: 

The Old Plasmarchy (see Damned Diaries, 1b., p.7) is a pejorative reference to hierarchical, stratified 

traditions of  ritual magic, especially those that guard knowledge through limited access to texts or 

instructions for rituals. This specialisation of  rituals is common to Western esoteric traditions, such 

as Freemasonry, or the more contemporary magical schools of  the Golden Dawn and Thelema (see:   

The Golden Dawn, Regardie, 1971). The Old Plasmarchy, as critical neologism, takes no specific aim at 

   In particular, the use of the octave as a prefix references ‘the Law of Octaves’ as espoused by spiritualists G.I. 4

Gurdjieff and P.D. Ouspensky. Gurdjieff ’s ‘law’ describes reality as vibrational, and that harmonic intervals are 
literalised metaphors for different levels of reality and consciousness, rooted in the idea that both thought and 
sound have a direct effect and influence on objective reality. See: Ouspensky, 1949, pp. 167 - 198, which discusses 
relationships between ‘octaves of radiation’ and physical (molecular) matter.
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any particular magical method or society, but is generally a deprecation of  traditions or techniques 

that distance magic and mystical experience from the everyday, thus stultifying their emancipatory 

potentials. 

•  Psychomancy / Psychomantic: 

A term used within occult / magic studies referring to ritual magic that seeks to communicate or 

cause effect upon the dead, synonymous with necromancy. Here however, it conflates this common use 

with an alternate etymological interpretation as ritual magic that acts upon the psyche / mind. In 

this sense, psychomancy is a critical tool for interpreting the interstices between psychologies, 

subjectivities, imagination, hallucination, and the fallibilities of  history, all through the imaginative 

allegories and methodologies of  ritual magic. 

• Script-body: 

A term used in the introduction to 23 Drawings to Muddle Magic (p 4) which is used to define the 

combined status of  these drawings as a script that holds a phantom body of  immanent possibilities 

within the abstraction of  two-dimensional space. Pigment, ground, gesture, text, ash, and sequence 

co-perform as organs of  this script-body. The totality of  this body awaits other bodies and intensities 

to enact and rehearse its impossible proposals. 

•  Xanadoom: 

A fictional dystopian landscape embodied by trans-corporeal forms that automate a constant and 

simultaneous process of  construction and destruction. This concept draws from Artaud’s obsession 

with a true body, an anthropomorphic chimera made of  both undead human flesh and explosive 

material forces . Xanadoom describes the landscape befitting this meta-body, where sentience in 5

untethered from organisms, and exchanges between living and material phenomena form an 

amorphous and immanent consciousness. It is also influenced by the hyper-banality of  the film 

Xanadu (1980), seeking to be its fantastical and apocalyptic counter-model.

 See: The Projection of the True Body, [1946] in Damned Dialogues, p.115
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23 Drawings to Muddle Magic
Synopsis v.1 — (Invented vernacular)

Twenty-three Drawings to Muddle Magic  is a milking of  the Octochronoplasmic ur-body, 

mis-mapping territories of  psychomancy through the coordinated performance of  

drawing. This conjuring of  counter-time symbiogenetic-non-forms of  PURE 

INTENSITY explores how the drawn becomes a hallucinatory Actor-Magician, 

performing conjurations of  impossible worlds from amongst the holography of  the 

Neuroplasmic Ooze. Bonding 5 tiers of  symbolic-cum-abstract materialities in a 

sequence of  oscillating quasi-machines, these drawings terr∆-form exploratory 

landscapes upon which to commune with artist/counter-humans Antonin Artaud - a 

likewise lingua-raider at the gates of  Xanadoom. Journeying with these sympathetic 

phantoms, these drawings intercede with consensus perception, birthing fugitive 

authors of  Octophonic Time-Palettes, activating the psycho-sensual latencies at the 

heart of  chthonic knowledge, and, with ungainly and superfluous flourish, bringing to 

life the opalescent daydream of  magic as formed and functioning metaphor. 
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23 Drawings to Muddle Magic
Synopsis v.2 — (Glossolalia [phantom-tongue])

KHOR’ROK H’CHUL BARA KOHL RHRIA NO’D. 

K’TUOLACHT’RUUL DAHGARNEETH PASTUU LI 

CHAH’CHADOBEESMAACH’TRETHAA NESHENQUASTI’R  

KAVASTOOOBDRTH J’HUUORA PAGANTOO LA GHIRASO 

J’BIINTCH’HRTIY’RA OCKJHO GH’RIIKKRTA BA 

SUH NETAH’GHA BESH’NTGHRI’TI’IA SABO’HCHRIATC B’NRENTA 

COSOTRABVFGHRRIA TENTUU LA SOH 

KHAARAGHTAN’GHO DEISTHU’UR GAST’RRUOCHKTHA’LK 

BAQKUIRA’CHKSUUL AM’NBDBECAS ARUO’L 
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23 Drawings to Muddle Magic
Synopsis v.3 — (Translation)

23 Drawings to Muddle Magic asks how drawing can perform as a responsive staging 

space for psychomagical and hallucinatory experiments in image-making. The 

drawings include phantasmagoric inter-weavings of  classical elements — earth, air, 

fire, water, aether — as well as amorphous patterns, and various forms of  notation. 

Contextually, this project is in dialogue with the drawings of  Antonin Artaud, which 

likewise embody intensive acts of  mapping psychic experience, at once magical, 

imaginative, transgressive, and hallucinatory. Text, symbols and sigils are written 

automatically, forming nebulous systems and instruction by glossolalia. This abstract 

use of  diagrammatics attempts to function as an act of  magical trans/inscription, and 

as such the drawings are each an assemblage of  performative methods, each 

contingent to the occult-theatrical contexts which shape them: trance-inducing breath-

work, conscious dream recall, television magick, deep listening, the neuro-haptic 

feedback of  drawing itself  - all stacked into a self-enacting script-body for a living 

hallucination, embedded on the page. 
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End Notes

Oört’th g’hlaadnngnldba ockchthlu’ole basch’choowrlnda h’chrdelndba gch’on.  

Words get stuck. They stick in my throat, tie my tongue, grind my teeth, as though they would 

spark fire. They seek audience with phantom ears, that spectral organs might hear and heed, 

to answer their cursed, guttural garble. Anxious jaws dance with clenching fists, feet curling 

upon themselves as though bound, as breath roars in fitful tides. Hand presses pen to page, 

linea corpora, elemental organs spilling forth nerve-scales as notation for haunted arias. Time-

machines, metallurgical transmutations, necromantic daemon possessions, hallucinatory 

alterverses.  

A tumbling avalanche of  psychomagical bric-a-brac, stacked and pasted, neatly in a 

pocketbook. 

_____ 
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∆

Herein lies a vibrating textual nerve plexus and ooze-pile of  thought-organs for re/

animating the amassed five limbs of  this project into a body of  pure intensity.  

Damned Diaries is an assemblage of  reflective and reflexive writing that follows alongside and 

within my practice-based research, exploring drawing as a magical apparatus — an act of  

conjuring that attempts to coax hallucinatory subjectivities into oblique systems and quasi-

forms. As a body of  writing, it is compiled as an organic counter-system, made up of  

phantasmagorical journals that follow alongside drawings and archival research. They are 

sometimes dressed as reflective, psychogeographical essay; hypnogogic dream analysis; 

critical televisual and moving image analysis; or hallucinatory auto-theory on art and magic. 

Occasionally, it is a list of  ingredients. As a text, it attempts to report within and alongside 

the drawing, viewing, listening, and entrancement that it describes.  

In negotiating the respective knowledges of  drawing and writing, I have used drawing-

notation in my archival research, as a means of  slowing down the story of  the image, to 

extract the meanings accessible only through drawing, and re-drawing. These drawing-

notations serve as crucial evidence from my research, as original output, and as rehearsals of  

themes contained in the drawings of  Artaud — conceptually, technically, and magically. 

These drawing-notations are not intended to illustrate any textual analysis herein, but as co-

demonstrations of  drawing-based evidence. Drawing-notation is embedded throughout this 

text, as a sympathetic collaborator. 

The first document is a facsimile of  a handwritten journal that followed alongside 23 

Drawings to Muddle Magic (2017) the primary practice-based output as included in publication 

1, Damned Drawing. The drawings and journal form two parts of  the project, which parallels 

Antonin Artaud’s posthumously published thesis on magic and drawing, 50 Drawings to 

Murder Magic (2004). In Artaud’s drawings, the relationships between text and image 
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collaborate to mutually sublimate each other to the priority of  the magical act, “because 

they are in fact merely commentary on action that has already occured”  (2004, pp.12-14). 

Likewise, the writing in this journal co-articulates knowledge as is constituted within the 

drawings, moving between various modes and methods of  reflection, analysis, speculation, 

and psychomagical hyperbole. The text is not an incantation to conjure, but largely a tool 

for navigation. This compass attempts to explore the nebulous terrain of  impossible ideas, 

that formed in tidal abstraction between magical invocation, contemplation of  the 

unrepresentable via drawing, and in the hallucinatory and enchanted subjectivities that have 

come about through these magical acts of  drawing. This reflective and reflexive journal is 

contingent to the performative and technical constellations of  my overall method for 

drawing-based art research.   

The second part of  this text is made up of  a series of  diaristic writing on research trips taken 

to Paris and Marseille to view drawings and notebooks by Antonin Artaud. These texts are 

reflective and heuristic, inscribing montaged fragments of  thought and knowledge into the 

page, in parallel to the fragmented methodological processes of  making the drawings. Some 

of  this text was originally spoken and later transcribed; some expanded from handwritten 

notes; and some typed directly as automatic stream of  consciousness. I have presented this 

variety of  writing to complement the discursive knowledge produced through drawing, using 

the diaristic to report from within and alongside the subject, and to protect drawing itself  

from becoming an abstracted subject, presented for analytic dissection by the text. 

These various methods find sympathetic context, as ever, in the output of  Artaud, who 

himself  wrote confrontational theoretical works that presented divergent routes to what both 

writing and drawing could be. His work likewise used heuristic approaches to the essay , 1

performing within and upon this subjects, his transmogrifications of  thought ever churning 

in virulently reflexive journals. Like Artaud’s unconventional writing methodologies these 

Damned Diaries are collated from durations and distances, spells and curses, forming bodies of  

affective and conceptual intensity from amongst a maelstrom of  embodied knowledges that 

gave rise to desire — to synthesise these thoughts into quasi-forms and speculative universes. 

 Via durational ranting for live dictation, in works such as Heliogabalus, or, The Anarchist Crowned (1934, 1

in Sontag, 1976), and Van Gogh, the Man Suicided by Society (1947, in Sontag, 1976)
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1. 23 Drawings to Muddle Magic: A Journal
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Ia.
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1b.
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2a.
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2b.
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There is a (indecipherable) monk/mark crawling up my arm 

15 Minutes watching television static 

full inhalation, exhalation  

hard lo write, difficulty seeing letters, where to dot eyes 

cross tees 

turns soft, to fur tuft 

vibrational patterns emerge 

and shift in flux 

tension cuts, snaps like a noose. 

I go back in… 

I stare unflinching for 5 minutes at the screen until I am dizzy, about to be sick.  

I see the image, verticle (indecipherable) lines, sometimes  

black or white, or shifting, pulsing back  

and forth in (indecipherable) flux and stutter.  

The screen is more grey than light .  2

	 - Transcription from Drawing 2b 

 The method described for entry 2b is informed by anarchic and creative methods and attitudes to 2

ritual magic, as established / elaborated by Thee Temple of Psychick Youth (see: P-Orridge, 2010, 
pp.162-177). The emphasis on grey references practices of ritual magic between ‘white’ and ‘black’ 
magics, where intentions and results are indeterminate. Specifically, the method described in the text is 
one of Television Magic, a usable method for re-appropriating the technical functions of a television for 
self-induced hypnosis / trance induction.
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10a 

Last night I watched Stranger Things S2 E3, 'The Polywog'. Halfway through (31:00 – 34:00), there is 

a scene in which an interconnected chain of  media devices are used to uncover evidence of  an 

alternate reality. Joyce Byers (Winona Ryder) watches a video tape taken by her son Will (Noah 

Schnapp) while trick-or-treating on Halloween, after hearing from her boyfriend (who owns the 

video camera used by Will) that there was footage of  some older children harassing him, leading 

him to drop the camera and run away. In an attempt at uncovering the identity of  the culprits, she 

looks at the footage in stop frames at the point Will demonstrates shock from behind the camera – 

the POV jerks, sways, jumps in response to three masked assailants. She noticed that the camera has 

unusual tracking distortion, and finally stops on a frame which shows a towering spider-like shape 

behind the harassers, articulated in patchy, distorted video static. She scrambles to find paper and a 

(blue coloured) pencil; she puts the paper over the screen, and desperately traces the form. She then 

runs to compare it to a drawing done by Will (as seen in an earlier episode) of  a giant, spider-like 

creature. It clearly matches – we are taken beyond the idea that Will's episodes of  dissociation are 

merely episodes related to PTSD, as unconvincingly established in S2 E1 and E2. Joyce is now on 

the other side of  logic, and has access to what we can see as viewers – that Will has access to the 

'Upside-down', and that the giant spider-like creature is from this alternate dimension.  

This narrative models how to think through categories of  'evidence' in assessments of  the 

experiential commonalities and differences between supernatural, supersensorial, or hallucinatory 

experiences. This scene interrogates the material qualities of  analogue video – in particular that it is 

a magnetic device, and as such an ideal mechanism for recording magnetic abnormalities or 

anomalies.  

More importantly for my work so far, is the next step – how drawing provides evidence of  subjective 

anomalies (imaginative, hallucinatory, pareidolic) through a combination of  its formal qualities and 

its diagrammatic transparency. By formal qualities, I mean how perspective is articulated through 

observational drawing versus drawing which uses perspective artificially – diagrams, models, or 

generally illustrative composition. Direct observation is limited to 45-50 degrees – this equivalency is 

observed by Joyce in episode 2, when she compares the drawing to the view from the front door of  

the house. Her own drawing is taken from the perspective of  a camcorder – specifically the JVC 

GR-C1, as used in the film Back to the Future (Zemeckis, 1985) to record the initial event of  time-

travel. Specifically, the lens is television standard macro zoom, 8-48mm telephoto, which means that 
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at wide angle it would be approximately 43 degrees – accounting for depth of  field, this is the exact 

degree of  vision in the human eye. So in terms of  evidence, there is an equivalency to the subjective 

interpretation (drawing from memory) and the prosthetic interpretation (drawing from video/

photographic image). If  the mechanism itself  – the video camera – is to be a trustworthy witness, 

then its own vision need not be superior to our own, but in fact less than, reduced, and thus a more 

clinical and precise tool through which to examine candidate phenomena that sits in the zone 

between mis-perception and super-perception (mystical or transcendent vision). The video can be 

trusted for its lack of  contingent relation to other sensory data. There is a limited relationship to its 

own biological parallel (the eye), in that the video frame is mono-focal, and so not prone to the 

cognitive dissonance of  stereoscopic illusions. As well, in re-viewing, video is devoid of  peripheral 

visual data, locked into the parallel grid orientation of  the rectangle or square, a simplified 

observable territory.  

	  

These technical distinctions make it a cruder tool of  vision, and thus subservient to our will to see 

the unseen – what is missed out by our overcomplicated eye-to-brain apparatus. Yet perhaps what 

makes it even more trustworthy are its own technical material limitations, namely magnetic currents. 

This is what distinguishes video most from other photographic and moving image media – before or 

since. It is also what brings it into relation with our own poetic associations with the mystical and 

hallucinatory. While film and digital media require various regimes of  technical manipulation to 

create inter-subjective, hallucinatory effects, video can be made to hallucinate itself  simply by 

aiming a camcorder at an analog CRT (cathode ray tube) television. This technique forms an 

analogy for self-reflection, and portrays organic, foggy rainbow delusions through the video signal. It 

speaks with and through invisible forces, invoking sublime, flowing colour fields. This, along with the 

less hypnogogic magnetic errors of  video and CRT monitoring, such as tracking errors and 

reception failure (static), form associations of  trust between the human seer and their video 

prostheses. These layers make it more than a tool of  evidence, but a conjoined collaborator in the 

production of  subjectivity. 

Drawing expands this cyborgian relationship further as a negotiation of  electro-magnetic evidence, 

brought back to the body through gesture, clarifying through the further reduction of  an idea as a 

diagram. The television itself  is a form of  drawing – light activated by a line, making one dimension 

(a dot of  light) into an illusion of  3 dimensions, by way of  sequence, repetition, simulation, 

reflection. These processes are live or recorded, transmitted, consumed, re-recorded, spoken of, 

remembered, and mis-remembered1. It is only through the ability to record and recode time, to stop, 

rewind, reverse, and otherwise transmogrify it, that we are able to see through it, into the otherside – 
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the Upside-Down  if  you will. Through reducing the frame of  consideration to that of  the body, the 3

ground, and the marker, one can take a step outside of  the immersive time-space of  the 4th 

dimension, and stepping back into the 2nd (or even 1st) dimension in order to see into those which are 

otherwise inaccessible (5th, 6th, etc.) 

Interpreting data through the focus of  recording technology is arguably problematic if  evidence 

needs repeatable models to qualify truths. Joe Banks has criticised claims of  'hearing' phantoms 

within audio recordings (2012), and in terms of  a literal idea of  phantoms as corporeal, plasmic 

entities, this would seem to be folly. However, if  we follow Derrida's assertion that all media makes 

ghosts of  us (McMullen, 1983), then the interpretation of  media as a recorder of  phantom 

phenomena becomes not merely an anomalous function of  recording media, but in fact their modus 

operandi.  

But what of  the combined organs of  Artaud and Zürn? Ocular-esophagi  eating reality as it occurs, 4

a cannibal witness, producing the cosmos as it consumes it, as when Krishna bears his true form to 

Arjuna . How can this be drawn, not as allegory, but as manifest beast-god? 5

  
1 Mis-remembering via video has been taken to a spectacular extreme through the mathematical conspiracy theory 

known as the so-called 'Mandela Effect' in which media is mis-remembered en masse, leading to speculation that 

reality has shifted into a parallel realm, where there is inconsistency between subjective memory and objective 

evidence. 

 The ‘Upside-down’ is a term used in the series Stranger Things, 2016, introduced in season 1, episode 5 3

‘The Flea and the Acrobat’. It serves as a description of a parallel dimension, where Earth is filled with 
intercombinant chimerical monsters, who are able to jump between dimensions.

 Artaud conflates the ocular and the digestive, fusing organs functions to find sustenance in mystical 4

fusions of sense that transcend and dissolve the body. See: Artaud, 1995, p.201

 See the Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 11. 5
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10b

Dance-strunctions on the Scrying River Styx. This is a model, a living model, for a staging 

space, a stage that dances, inside out. This is a staging of acrobatic tumblings into liquid 

obsidian ponds, noumenous psychic sink-holes full of angelic / daemonic psychoplasma. Breath 

becomes thought becomes form becomes body become performance, where time-space is flesh 

and light and magnetism is blood. This orgonometric melange of elements felt as though they 

were projected out of my solar plexus (sternum). This drawing, more than maybe any other, 

invoked heartache, but without emotion. It is as though it made sensible the pain of being — 

the insufficiency of the breath, never finished; the movement towards and through desire, 

searching without anchor; screams waiting patiently like a store of eggs, ready to unleash the 

monstrousness of their consumptive multiplicities. 

It is also the paper — this drawing is done on old-stock french sugar paper, as might be used as 

scrape paper in schools, to practice handwriting, or idle doodles. This paper resists. It has a 

protective atmosphere of fibrous fluff, that softens and delays contact between pen and 

surface. The gesture must adapt to this surface to control the mark. This slowness is a sensuous 

exchange, the ink like blood, flowing out not in the pulsing beats of a heart, but through the 

intensities between thought and action. The hands movements become more specialised, 

reacting in response to the resistance of the surface. It is like a dance with a dead body, a 

reverse vampiricism, bleeding life into its skin through ink, by means of a hand possessed, 

controlled by phantoms, trances, and its own abilities.

I watched the most watched films of all time, in fragments, superimposed: Avatar, Titanic, Star 

Wars VII. I wept, drunk on breath, bereft — lost in the tragedy of these mythological 

spectacles. They move through time, remembered, imagined — always speculative time. They 

all seek to disrupt order, brutal order, to assert a noble triumph over machinic evil. What if 

they could tell a different story, together? I had no editorial strategy in watching them — only 

to connect with a collective knowledge, a collective knowing of stories that have been 

distributed throughout our globally networked human super-culture. 

This drawing sends a message from this collective intensity back into the underground. It is a 

telluric yacht-stage, dancing its symphonic libido, pulling itself along an underground river with 

magnetic engines. It floats on black gold, it does not need fuel.  
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11. 

I began attempting to finish my current drawing.  

I grow too tired. I decide to continue watching the TV series ‘The Man in the High Castle’ . It 6

portrays reality displacement, juggling of  alternate selves with alternate desires and allegiances. An 

Empirical Japanese trade minister enters an alternate reality where the Allies win WWII, where his 

dead wife is still alive, but his alternate self  is an abusive alcoholic. A displaced American son of  

Reichsminister Heusmann, Joe Banks, finds out he is a result of  a Nazi eugenics project, a Lebensborn. 

Next, a psychedelic montage, with Banks at a Lebensborn club house, amidst a Nazi LSD freakout. 

Banks hallucinates his love interest, the dead-not-dead protagonist Juliana Crane. Juliana moved 

between Japanese and Nazi-controlled territory. She is forced into being a spy by a Rebellion. And 

finally, the Man in the High Castle burns the bulk of  his films somehow gathered from a parallel 

dimension.  

I stop. I continue drawing after eating. I prepare to draw with 15 minutes of  deep breathing, using  

pranayama, holding one nostril on the inhalation, the other on the exhalation, back and forth. I 

draw for over three hours, not allowing myself  to stop for more than a minute. Decisions are 

constant, immediate, rolling through my hand-mind like a film, edited live at 24 frames per second. 

Densities emerge, empty spaces are defended or attacked, stippled and hatched in ink. Teeth clench, 

breath strains in strange glottal contortions. The mind-hand vibrates with intensity, a twitching 

mania, desperate to conjure the full scale of  this body, this mess of  text, word, mark, gesture, density, 

vacancy.  

I get to a point where it feels like the drawing is finished, or almost finished. Most of  the drawing 

has been an attempt to make tiny hairlike marks. This takes an enormous strain on eyesight, 

concentration, and dexterity. After days of  filling out space with these marks, my mental picture of  

this drawing is somewhat altered by the mental projection of  these hairlike marks. When I stop 

drawing I see them on flat areas of  white space and otherwise neutral areas in space. 

 The Man in the High Tower (2015-19) is a television adaptation of Philip K Dick's dimension-shifting 6

novel about an alternate 1960’s, where the Axis powers won WWII. Whereas the television series 
develops a literal portrayal of this concept, Dick’s original novel ultimately explores how 
superimpositions of alternate possible realities allow a critical re-appraisal of the present, and how the 
author might have both a mythic and functional role as conduit for knowledge from other worlds.
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After reaching a stopping point, I am anxious, and extremely tired. I stop for coffee, and sit for what 

I am developing as a sort of  hypnogogic meditation . I go into immediate vivid mental images - 7

images are overlaid like a panning cinematic montage, the drawing integrated as a creeping 

animation. 

___

12   

Okay. How to write amongst a slippery subject - organs spilling out of porous, auto-mutating 

bodies, form shifting to energy, velocity to chemical vapour, smoke to encrusted crystal 

promenades. Teeth jitter and fall out at the mention of truth, the narrative arrangements dance 

about in a sea of plasmic ooze, building pressure to explode from behind the sinuses of a 

ghostly magnetic skull-architecture. My eyes close… words drift away in echoes. The words sit, 

ringing with phosphorescent reverb between my ears, running but legless, held aloft and unable 

to reach the ground, like in an urgent dream, running from the vampire, going nowhere, as the 

teeth and claws close in… 

 This method follows similar principles to Mindfulness sitting exercises, as those developed — via 7

adapted traditional Buddhist technique — by Jon Kabat-Zinn (2013). I learned this technique in the 
workshop Magic for Altered States of Consciousness with occultist and psychedelic researcher Julian Vayne 
in 2016. This particular training focused attention on the act of breathing exclusively, and an 
observational awareness of what occurred through that attention. My experience of this technique was 
overwhelming, and made me aware that in the absence of visual stimulus, my mind produces instant 
eidetic imaginative scenarios, and that this is amplified by the concentration techniques in Mindfulness 
training. Where Mindfulness seeks to concentrate awareness, my method — as it is emerging —  seeks 
to overload consciousness.
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Ghost-Hunting in Paris
Ghost-hunting in Paris: Archive visits to view drawings of Antonin Artaud at Centre 

Pompidou and Bibliothèque Nationale de France.

In January of  2018 I visited the Centre Georges Pompidou and Bibliothèque Nationale de 

France to view some of  Artaud’s drawings and notebooks. Centre Pompidou has the largest 

single collection of  Artaud’s drawings in the world, and the Bibliothèque Nationale was 

bequeathed all 406 of  Artaud’s notebooks by Paule Thevenin, who was his former assistant 

and administrator of  his later body of  work. I was kindly assisted in my visit by Centre 

Pompidou Assistant Archivist of  Manuscripts Anne Lemonnier; and by Archivist Guillaume 

Fau at the Bibliothèque Nationale.  

In planning this trip, I intended to use my trance-into-drawing techniques to interrogate or 

communicate with the drawings, in an attempt at conjuring other knowledges from them. As 

well studied artworks, this seemed crucial - to apply my methods of  self-induced altered 

states to an inquiry that went beyond subjective analysis or objective materiality, through the 

skin of  the paper surface and into Artaud’s prerequisite conditions of  viewing: via “the 

surreal, the extra-real, the supernatural, the suprasensible", those extra-aesthetic states 

which he demanded within what was to become the book 50 Drawings to Murder Magic (2008, 

p.12. ) 

This supernatural approach to research did not end up being as straight forward as I had 

imagined (as if  one could imagine it), yet was enriched through its complications. I had 

imagined viewing Artaud’s work in relative privacy, and that in these conditions would be 

amenable to the invocation of  trance-states as I had practiced in my home office. This was 

not to be the case, on either site.  

My viewing of  Artaud’s drawings at Centre Pompidou was in fact destined to be in a large 

open plan office, desks divided by padded cubicle partitions, bordered by short glass 

partition walls. The drawings were set up on a viewing rail (see images), and I was left to 
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view them without oversight. In this viewing, I was able to do some breathing exercises to 

enter a slight trance state, and drew in response to Artaud’s drawings as a kind of  gestural 

notation via semi-blind contour drawing. I drew from these for nearly three hours, locating 

various sets of  graphic motifs which formalised the resistance of  these drawings - resistance 

to articulation, intelligibility, and interpretability. Curves of  bodies met hard edges of  

machines and danced amongst explosion marks, like notation of  warfare just beyond the veil 

of  appearances. The distinctions between marks conveying organic forms and those folding 

out machine systems is never entirely clear, but always necessarily entangled. They are 

allegorical as they are hallucinatory - mystical image-sigils, cursing god and human.  

My sympathies with their intensities and ambiguities made them beyond interpretation. I 

was to prioritise the mode of  image making, rather than any theoretical attempt at 

interpretation — as has already been done exquisitely in English language scholarship by 

Artaud scholars Stephen Barber (1999, 2004), Ros Murray (2014) and others. My encounter 

would not even presume the possibility of  their interpretability, but instead be a conversation 

through drawing. 

At BnF, I was able to draw from Artaud’s notebooks in their raw state, but also less freely. 

The notebooks I selected mostly included drawings from 50 Drawings to Murder Magic, and in 

particular related to Artaud’s practices of  magic and glossolalia. In broaching the possibility 

of  studying the notebooks using mind-altering techniques via drawing, I was told by the 

archivist that notes would have to be in text, and that drawing was not allowed. Nonetheless, 

as he was not present for most of  my visit, I was able to draw in response to the drawings 

within the notebooks, and did my best to match their intensities. My drawings were done as 

notes, or forms of  dictation, attempting to simulate the density and dynamics of  Artaud’s 

marks through a slow, forensic mimicry - Artaud’s gestural fury put into slow-motion, 

reverse, and freeze-frame. 

  

I also attempted to ‘ghost-hunt’ Artaud amongst the streets of  Paris, tracing his steps from 

the cafe Les Deux Magots to St Germain church. This was not entirely fruitful, but will be 

picked up on my next research trip. 
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As such, I am currently planning a second trip, to see rarely exhibited works at Musee 

Cantini in Marseille (Artaud’s birthplace), and again to Paris to see more works and expand 

and document the ghost walks to see other important sites, such as the former location of  

the pavilion that was Artaud’s final living residence in Ivry-sur-Sienne, now a public park. 

This trip, whilst fragmented from planned intentions, became less an act of  homage and 

more one akin to a jailbreak. By imitating the marks and gestures with slow deliberation, it 

was as though I was extracting the magical act which precedes the drawings, and placing 

them back into the world. The drawings and notes stutter with interruptions and 

uncertainties, directly responsive, yet simultaneously distracted and tangential. I had hoped 

to form some intimacy with the material, a presumed collusion with, or at least alongside, 

Artaud's resistant magic. Like stealing some essence of  his spells away, beyond the tomb of  

the archive, beyond being shackled to biographical or conceptual formations, to let the 

material breathe again.  

If  I was indeed seeking Artaud - and if  he remains a body of  spells, curses, and intensities - I 

seemed to find him in these drawings. 
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Above and following image: Display of drawings by Antonin Artaud, in the offices 
of Cabinet d’art graphique, Centre Pompidou, Paris, 2017. Images: Ryken, 2017
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Joey Ryken, Untitled (Drawing from A. Artaud’s 
‘Pou Pou Rabou', 1945), 2017. Biro on sugar paper.

Joey Ryken, Untitled (Drawing from A. Artaud’s ‘La 
Maladresse Sexuelle de Dieu', 1946), 2017. Biro on 
sugar paper.
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Above, left: Joey 
Ryken, Untitled 
(Drawing from A. 
Artaud’s ‘Le Théâtre de la 
Cruauté', 1946), 2017. 
Biro on sugar paper.

Above, right: Joey 
Ryken, Untitled 
(Drawing from A. 
Artaud’s Autoportrait 
1948), 2017. Biro on 
sugar paper.

Bottom: Joey Ryken, 
Untitled (Drawing from 
A. Artaud’s ‘Sans titre 
[drawing of ceremonial 
dagger]’, 1944), 2017. 
Biro on sugar paper.



Dessins de Momo (BnF) 

Dictation following visit to Bibliotheque Nationale to see notebooks by Antonin Artaud 

09 January 2018 

This recording is regarding my archive visit to see Artaud’s notebooks at the Bibliotheque Nationale 

- in the Archive of  Manuscripts and Letters.  

I arrived on Friday afternoon after visiting the Centre Pompidou. I’d been advised by the lead 

archivist, Guillaume Fau, that all of  the material would be waiting for me, and had been told 

(following my request to draw from the material) that I would not be allowed to draw. I explained 

my case (for drawing) further and never really got an extended response, but it did still stand that, 

strictly speaking, my research was to be within an accepted culture of  research, ie: (textual) note 

taking via notepad or laptop, as many other researchers there had.  

I registered, got my card, and proceeded through the gates of  the archive. I had to check in, leave 

my library card at the front desk; I was given a blue paper simulacra for my card, on which I was to 

write my name and the purpose of  my visit — the subject and material I would be looking at. I was 

told to go from the front desk in the corner by the entrance door to talk to le President in the central 

desk (in the middle of  the reading room, the total room being approximately 50 metres long and 20 

metres wide). This was a shifting position, and clearly where Guillaume is mainly stationed - at the 

helm of  the archive-ship…  

Fau was not present, but had a colleague stationed on the central desk at the time. After some 

misunderstanding we finally found note of  what I had been looking for, and that they had been set 

aside, and we had to go to the back desk (at the far end of  the reading room) to get the archivist 

there to take them out of  a metal case, where they were held in five separate cardboard folders, 
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wrapped in blue cloth. These contained what looked like approximately 40 - 50 of  the notebooks. 

Each notebook was contained within a card-stock manila folder, which had a handwritten number 

following the listing of  each notebook as organised by Paule Thevenin , and also an archive number 8

printed on a little sticker tape in the lower left-hand corner of  each.   

I had been briefed by Guillaume Fau that I would only be allowed to take out ‘five’ to 

examine per day - that might have meant five of  these whole archival catalogue boxes. 

Nonetheless, that isn’t what I needed, I wanted to look at the notebooks that specifically had 

to do with 50 Drawings to Murder Magic / 50 Dessins pour Assassiner la Magie. I didn’t look at 

all of  these, but I did look at some primary notebooks, which held my interest, from the 

compilation of  the final publication which was done after Artaud’s death.  

I had to take one (notebook) at a time, and as there was only one (drawing) in each that I 

needed to look at, each time I needed to look at another one I would have to take it back to 

the central table; they would put it back in the box, the box would go back to the archivists 

in the rear, and they would put that box away back into deep storage. They would then take 

out another one, take it to the central table, and the archivist at the central table would give 

me the next one, and so on. 

Now, as I noted in the last recording, by the time I was given the notebook through this 

elaborate ritual of  care, the actual care of  the artefacts was understated to say the least. I 

was not required to wear gloves, I was instructed to view them on a padded pedestal, as one 

generally does in archives, with rare books; but there was no particular advice as to how to 

handle them, and it was quite everyday. All of  a sudden, there I was alone with Artaud’s 

notebooks, gingerly turning the pages, but pages must be turned, and it is strange with 

something so fragile and significant — at least to me — how violent the act of  turning pages 

felt, and the strangeness of  turning pages filled with a language I couldn’t read, and the 

surprise recognition and awe of  turning a page onto one of  the drawings — especially one 

of  the more developed drawings — and breaking out of  the uncomfortable position of  

   Thevenin was Artaud’s assistant and confidant, who was willed his archive and managed it throughout her life, 8

before bequeathing to public collections, the notebooks going to the Bibliotheque Nationale following her death 
in 1993.
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being an interloping researcher, not quite sure of  my worth of  purpose in looking at this 

material.  

Yet as I started to examine the books, finding these drawings, and drawing from them, they 

became more familiar — strangely familiar. As my notebook was a similar size, and the 

pages I was drawing on similarly devalued — as Artaud’s notebooks were children’s 

notebooks, for diction, mathematics; they were low cost, mass produced, very low quality 

paper. They became familiar very quickly. I looked through them and I found smaller 

drawings inset within the text, which in some ways initially I could turn past, but taking the 

time to examine, realising I didn’t know why they were there. Why were they inserted mid-

text? What did they say? What were they trying to articulate?  

As per the last recording, these (drawings) didn’t sit within any recognisable regime of  

drawing, although, at the same time they did. I think this is why Artaud saw them as such a 

successful symbolic representation of  his theories for the Theatre of  Cruelty, or the Theatre 

and its Double — this was the ultimate doubling of  the theatre, or at least for the intentions 

Artaud had for the theatre. The…not, um, I’ve used transfiguration or transmutations… I’m 

not sure that’s precisely what Artaud wanted to do — it was beyond the goal of  the 

alchemists. It was not really within that ancient tradition of  bringing the metaphysical into 

the physical. I suppose if  we were to take his writing as gospel word, that it was a counter-

curse against a magical reality which was utterly oppressive, and its oppression was not, I 

think, for Artaud, specifically through how it is regularly conceived — through power 

structures, or infrastructures of  power, the psychological motifs, the hierarchies which create 

theatres of  power. I believe it was more through the hegemony of  the senses, visual 

recognition locating formations which signify meaning, which invoke affect. He was able to 

analyse these motifs intensely whilst exploding them, and also giving them an explosive and 

impossible architecture.  

One of  the later drawings I examined was highly gestural scribble, absolute chaos more or 

less, yet inscribed into form somehow, with this intensely drawn, cuboid throne-like form on 

top of  it. There’s a lot of  these formal themes flow throughout, which I’m going to try to list 

and follow with some type of  description. So this nod to the gestural - this is very clear 
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throughout, and fits his persona and the desperation of  his clamouring towards something 

impossible he was seeking to articulate or disarticulate in whatever way was acceptable for 

him. These would be grounded by the intensity of  mark-making, which again could have 

been written off  as just psychotic scrabblings, but for these strange departures into an 

exquisite curvilinear crafting of  the mark, which can be seen in quite a lot of  these drawings.  

Also the intensity going right to the physical edge of  the paper’s capability. Some of  these 

marks are dug so deep that these rivulets, these types of  canyons are carved into the paper, 

accentuated by the years of  decay, or the state of  how they had been folded and kept in his 

pocket presumably as he finished the notebook.  

Again very low-grade paper, and yet it didn’t tear - as in my notes, there’s one notebook in 

particular that is quite violent… if  we are to take the style into account and the size of  the 

text, there’s a kind of  increase in size, increase in mania in how the letters are articulated 

and that forms its own kind of  theatrical arrangement. But there’s always something to give 

it a way, there’s a sort of  wink within, which doesn’t betray the intensity — it isn’t a joke. 

And yet, there is this pulling back from this disarticulate chaos — whether that falls into 

glossolalia or these scribbled motifs, there seems to be within that the principles of  what he 

was trying to get to: the space between chaos and a kind of  ecstatic perfection of  the mark, 

or the relationship between marks. This is how he broke reality through these drawings; 

breaking our ability to pinpoint any subjective anchor, such as … I think it answers 

something I’ve struggled with in terms of  psychedelic art, is what is it to just trigger a 

hallucinatory or trance response in the brain? It’s a bit of  a parlour trick: we know what does 

that: we know the colours, the graphic forms, we have knowledge to invoke these states. 

What he does is form a hallucination within the drawing, as we can’t place what it is or what 

it is doing. It doesn’t invoke our own hallucination which will spiral away into its own hyper-

subjective multiverse. But this stops EVERYTHING: it stops the endless shifting flow of  the 

real, and what we have to consider is, what is our formation of  the world, and how is it 

conspiring to maintain the intolerable conditions of  our senses? How can these forms maybe 

stop those conditions, alter them?  
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Maybe that’s what he’s saying… I don’t know. But these drawings are truly very strange. 

And, again, as I said in the last recording, this strangeness is made even more potent through 

the last notebook I looked at, turning to a page with an exquisitely rendered portrait of  a 

woman’s face (Colette Thomas, in Notebook 310, p.11) with these cartoonish eyelashes, but 

an otherwise beautiful drawing, utterly exquisite line quality — an example of  honed 

draftsmanship, but still maintaining irreverence towards the craft and material — it makes 

everything come to life. Everything became animate. The gestural qualities, for me, were so 

filled with intention, and this flow between the intensity of  the line and a kind of  delicacy. 

But there is nothing illusionistic. It is always clear what any aspect of  it is doing, and what 

becomes all the more apparent is that it isn’t just a theoretical framework. What is important 

about having drawn from these — drawn with them, drawn alongside them — is that this 

knowledge cannot simply be described, it does have to be drawn, and redrawn, in order to 

be understood. (This knowledge) is in the space between form, material, gesture, and 

subjectivity. 
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Fig. 1 and 2: Drawings from Antonin Artaud, Notebook 160, pp: 24.5, 25, 26 
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Fig. 3 - 4: notebook 160, pp. 28.5, 30.5
Fig. 5: notebook 201, p. 40
Fig. 6: notebook 226, p. 8.5
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Fig. 7: notebook 226, pp. 20.5
Fig. 8-10: notebook 177, pp. 3, 23; 13.5
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Fig. 11-12: notebook 310, pp. 10.5, 11
Fig. 13: notebook 351, p. 8
Fig. 14: notebook 386, p. 9.5



From written notes:  

Notebook 351         NAF 27794

This one has stains on the cover. Dried organic matter on the back. Amber-orange, flaky, crystalline. 

Small sketches occur every few pages, until 10b and 11; the drawing on 10b is tremendous — a 

human figure reformed, giraffes neck fit around spine, a skull and dead fashioned out of  a pelvis, 

body a lumpen box, plugged into wires; a central antennae; feet and flippers; a spinal tail, or shit-of-

bones. Organs are all in disarray under transparent skin. An alien heart-form hovers in upper left 

corner. The darkest points are dug into the paper, twisting canyons in relief. Next door, on p.11, a 

baddy-version stares outward, blank eyes cursing, haunting. The book ends a page short, shouting, 

“…de mai farce de vrill inne” (… of  my stuffing of  innate tendrils). 

 

Notebook 386  NAF 27826

This notebook is much looser, much more 

raw. The first drawing is on p.2 — a motif  of  

scribbles — not, they are controlled, just 

resistant to formation. They become 

pareidolic — sometimes there is a body 

sprawled out on the ground, others a gated 

entrance to a cave. They are drawn in 

electrical spasms. Above are glossolalia: nojo 

coro / caro septo / eyon kolen / efa septo.  

Writing gets increasingly larger, bombastic, 

comes out of  cursive into childish, un-

restrained capitals: Zone haute ELLE EST 

MORTE ET NE REVIENDRA PLUISS (High 

zone / she is dead and will not return.) 
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Ghost Hunting in Marseille
18 - 19 November, 2018

 In November of  2018 I travelled to Marseille, France, Artaud’s place of  birth and 

final burial. I planned this research visit over months, idly, in fragments and rebounds. I was 

not able to coordinate my visit with the Museum who had Artaud’s drawings archived 

(imprisoned), as they would not return my calls, emails, or polite Facebook trolling.  I moved 9

in and out of  what my tactics of  engagement would be, reviewing the details of  my trip to 

Paris in January - notation through drawing, drawing as dictation, as performance, as a 

slowing down of  meaning; written notation interspersed as diagrams of  thought; fragments 

of  observation, anecdote, and ultimately some alien form of  ‘analysis’ - less an examination 

of  a structure than a fluctuation between neurotic and paranoid paroxysms. From March to 

November, this became an entangled mass. Finding focus, I cut through the miasma to ask - 

what moments of  lucidity palliate Artaud’s poisonous and engulfing madness? These moments I sought 

like cyphers in a puzzle-book, to analyse through extraction (photographically) and re-

performance (through re-drawing). 

In my previous trip to Paris my intentions had been to invoke Artaud’s intensities through 

tracing both his marks and his footsteps - mimicking his marks and motifs from his 

sketchbooks, and walking his stomping grounds of  St. Germain south of  the Seine. In 

Marseille, my goal was much the same, but also included an attempt to locate the original 

vibrations of  Artaud’s glossolalia , absorbing the city’s diverse poly-lingualism, hoping to 10

 This period of non-communication I filled with supplementary research that grew into a paranoid conspiracy 9

theory. Translated articles on Musee Cantini revealed cases of fraud, involving the pay-rolling of disabled former 
primary school teachers; security breaches culminating in the theft of an €800,000 Degas (later found on a bus 
outside Paris); and mis-filed archival notes from Centre George Pompidou that led me to suspect that Cantini had 
sold off the Artaud works illegally, as an explanation for their apparent avoidance of my research requests. This, of 
course, was all rubbish.

 The connection between Artaud’s use of glossolalia and the poly-lingual character of Marseille has been noted 10

by many — for examples see Barber, 1993, p.14; and Derrida, 2017, p.28
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comb through the interweaving dance of  vocalities for traces of  some post-colonial 

phantoplasmic  entity. 11

I was also in Marseille to visit Artaud’s grave. Though Artaud died and was buried in Paris 

in 1948, his body was exhumed and relocated by his family to the Saint Pierre Cemetery in 

1975. My drawing has been largely executed as an act of  conjuring - of  Artaud’s demons, in 

particular - so this was an opportunity to bridge the remote metaphysics of  the page to the 

static corporeality of  Artaud’s grave. This confrontation with the ‘real’ was crucial, as was, 

in the end, my near-miss with his final resting place - accidents framed the reality of  this 

encounter within and beyond time.  

 From a premeditation of  non-being, 

	 from a criminal incitement of  may-be 

	 came reality 

	 as from chance which was fornicating it. 

	 - Artaud, from Eshleman, 1995 

“From a premeditation of  non-being,” Artaud prefigures the absurdity of  any attempt to 

define the ineffable; “as from chance which was fornicating it” is my damned desire to 

capture this attempt, betwixt the text or drawing and the embodied curse of  their 

consideration - a doomed passion for mutinous knowledge.  

In a practical way, this trip was made in order to continue a conversation with Artaud 

through drawing - to interrogate and mimic his technical execution, to slow down the marks 

and embody their quasi-forms and feral gestures. In doing so, and towards this aim, Artaud’s 

body of  pure intensity‑  seemed conversational as ever, with clues and stumbling blocks 12

strewn densely along the way. 

 Phantoplasmic is a contraction that speaks generally to the idea of a non-corporeal sentience - ie: a ghost or 11

spirit - who is ‘plasmic’, as in partially formed and existing between this reality and some other one.

 My emphasis, as an extended interpretation of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s notion of the Body without 12

Organs (BwO), especially in terms of how a BwO might be thought of as a totality (A Thousand Plateaus, 2011, 
p.170). This extended interpretation considers Deleuze’s idea of intensity as a form of encounter with assemblages 
of affect, but without taking this assemblage apart for forensic inspection - the body of pure intensity is assumed 
to be a metaphysical sentience enacted through the performativity of research executed as an act of magic. 
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Drawings: Musée Cantini

Continuing my research into Artaud’s late drawings, my trip to Marseille was primarily 

motivated by the remote status of  the drawings in the collection at Musee Cantini.  The 

Cantini drawings were shown in Antonin Artaud: Works on Paper MOMA, New York in 1996, 

they have otherwise rarely been seen outside of  Marseille. The Cantini collection includes 

five counter-diagrammatic  works made after his release from the mental asylum in Rodez, as 13

well as four portraits, dating from December 1945 through May 1947. I came with the 

intention of  again drawing from these works, in an attempt to uncover the precious and 

highly specialised details I had found in his notebooks at the Bibliotheque Nationale and in 

other large drawings at Centre George Pompidou. 

Having taken over seven months to arrange, my viewing should have felt highly pressurised, 

but my hunting posture  relaxed upon arriving at Marseille’s St. Charles train station. This 14

continued throughout my trip, as I stumbled into curious but reassuring clues, coincidences, 

synchronicities — mysterious tones of  xylophonic percussion in the cemetery; cacophonous 

and occult graffiti was scattered on the cemetery perimeter; and a mysterious log of  wood  15

in my rented apartment (owned by a local psychotherapist), scribbled with children’s red 

inked signatures, jokes and sentiments. The tones, echoing Artaud’s maniacal xylophonics in 

his radio play To have done with the judgement of  god (1947) ; the graffiti seeming as though it 16

 ‘Counter-diagrammatic’ is used to describe Artaud’s drawings that include abstract, figurative, and symbolic 13

elements, as well as text (especially glossolalia). These would seem to sit uncomfortably between allegorical 
narrative and technical description, and so form some resistant and problematic articulation of a diagram. This 
does little to detangle their complexity, but primarily distinguishes these drawings from Artaud’s portraits, which 
to my interpretation are in a very different visual (anti-)language.

 ‘Hunting posture’ here references my previous trip to Paris, which I have described as an act of ‘ghost-hunting’, 14

as I felt my intentions imposing themselves upon the subject of Artaud and its attendant archival matrices. 

 In Artaud’s final years, he infamously had a wooden block in his room that he would compulsively stab and hack 15

at with his pocket knife, or smash with hammers whilst screaming, in his attempt at articulating the voice beyond 
language and the body. (Barber, 1993, p. 126; Scheer, 2009, p.46)

 Artaud’s use of the xylophone is particularly phonetic, following his speech patterns, in violent, quasi-musical 16

punctuation, using very limited or often only one note. This pattern of slow plodding rhythm is likewise common 
in experimental music, notably Throbbing Gristle (1978, esp.’Walls of Sound’ and ‘Hamburger Lady’), and more 
contemporaneously in the compositions of Wolf Eyes (see: 2004, esp. ‘Stabbed in the Face’) Hearing this dirge-
like rhythm on xylophone is particularly uncanny, as the softness of tone is mutilated through violent measures.  
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were made in his hand; the log of  wood marking his habit of  stabbing and hacking at a log, 

names bled in, like wounds. I felt Artaud’s living ghost all around, and so felt no need to 

conjure or depose my sensibilities with breath work or otherwise.  

I came to the Cantini Museum at 9am on Monday morning. It was closed to the public, so I 

had the space entirely to myself, but for maintenance workers coming in and out, playing 

power drill duets with the oscillating air filtration system. The conservationist Isabelle 

Rivoire showed me through to the works hung in a room devoted to surrealist drawing - 

particularly artists who had some connection to Marseille. 

As I had planned, I focused on Artaud’s works from 1946, made whilst still incarcerated at 

the Asylum in Rodez. As opposed to Artaud’s later portraits that are included in the Cantini 

display, these earlier counter-diagrammatic works explore how drawing can brutally resist 

representing an idea or image, but instead perform actions upon the audience, like a spell 

cast through the act of  looking. I studied Artaud’s drawings for around five minutes each, 

looking for what I had seen in other works — small, discrete notes of  exquisite rendering, 

camouflaged by the gestural mania and figural fragmentation that characterises these 

drawings. Interpretations of  these drawings (including Artaud’s own) prioritise the gestural 

and visceral intensity of  the drawings, exerting violence upon the viewer , and that this 17

aggression is central to any understanding of  them. Though I do not argue against these 

interpretations, what I have discovered in drawing alongside them — re-drawing slowly, so 

that the gestures can be thought through slowly — is that there are in fact exquisite details 

camouflaged within the maelstrom of  gestural marks, contrasting with them in a mystifying 

counter-point. There are, more often than not, notations of  advanced skill (shown in  above  

diagram superimposed on Le Totem, 1945; see image on p.64), both casual and highly 

nuanced. Though Artaud’s drawings expose virtuosity in their skill, these renderings register 

as somewhere between the pareidolic and the hallucinatory, never taking form - ambiguous 

footnotes resonating amongst than the cartoonish and caricaturesque marks with which they 

share the page. Just as Artaud’s gesturally hysterical and impatient marks resist a clear 

 “To be receptive to Artaud’s drawings, it is necessary to come to terms with them combatively, with the entirety 17

of the body, while also exposing to them a sensitivity that which emerges at a most vulnerable or unknown point 
of experience.” (Barber, 1999, p.73)
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intention - neither entirely figurative, diagrammatic, or symbolic - these smaller, exquisite 

notations serve as anchors which disallow an interpretation of  the work as being produced 

through compulsion or automatism.  

Although Artaud’s drawings have much in common with art of  the so called insane  — at 18

times automatic, distorted, illogically diagrammatic, overloaded with traces as palimpsests, 

or else saturated with imagery as horror vacui —  they are distinguished by a highly 

conceptual resistance to form, as well as being illustrative of  concepts and themes between 

the observable and the imagined. His resistant, nebulous approach to the image was not 

incidental, but an entrenched critical admonition of  representation:  

	 There is nothing I abominate and shit upon so much as this idea of  representation,  

	 that is, of  virtuality, of  non-reality  ||  attached to all that is produced and shown, 

	 … as if  it were intended in this way to socialise and at the same time paralyse monsters,” 

	 - Artaud, in Barber, 1993, p.151 

 Artaud was encouraged to draw by his psychiatrist and torturer, Gaston Ferdiere, whose decision to cease a 18

brutal prescription of 51 electroshock treatments was paired with art therapy. Ferdiere argued that it was only 
through these ‘therapies’ that Artaud returned to drawing and writing so intensely. See: Eshleman, 1995, p.28
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Antonin Artaud, La Révolte des anges sortis des limbes, 
1946. Charcoal and colour crayon on paper. 
Collection Musée Cantini, Marseille.

Antonin Artaud, La Bouillabaisse de formes dans la tour 
de Babel, 1946. Colour crayon and chalk on paper. 
Collection Musée Cantini, Marseille.



Artaud demanded that his drawings did not represent or comment upon any aspect of  

corporeality, but that they themselves were “anatomies in action.” (in Barber, 1999, p.78), 

living agents, acting and enacting magical counter-realities.  
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Antonin Artaud, Le Totem, 1945-46. Charcoal, graphite, and colour 
crayon on paper. Collection Musée Cantini, Marseille. 



these drawings 

are not 

the representation 

or figuration 

of  an object 

of  a state 

of  mind or heart, 

or an event 

of  a psychological kind,  

they are purely 

and simply 

the reproduction on  

the paper 

of  a magical action 

that I have performed 

in true space 

with the breath of  my  

lungs 

with my hands 

with my head 

and my 2 feet 

with my torso and my 

arteries, etc — 

 - Artaud, 2004, pp15-16. / Originally written 1948, Notebook 396. 
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After studying these drawings in situ at Musee Cantini for three hours, I went to the Cantini 

Archive in Belle de Mai see the last of  the Artaud drawings in their collection, Jamais réel et 

toujours vrai… (Never real and always true) (1945). This work follows a different pattern than the 

drawings at the museum. (From handwritten notes:) Individual motifs are more discrete, like a 

taxonomy of  (non/quasi-)forms. Figuration is more illustrative. The line is left alone to articulate (non/
quasi-)forms and descriptive detail; without significant variation in line density, quality, shading, or gesture. 
This economy of  line is elaborated only with likewise economical and  unfussy oil pastel marks (correction: 
these are wax crayon), and some scribbled graphite hatch-shading.  

There is an occult quality to this drawing - it implies an ordering, but as ever it conceals, for beneath the 
drawings is another in white, which only comes clear beneath the oil pastel. (Note: this is seemingly related to 
Grattage, a scraping off  of  surface pigment, as notably used by Max Ernst — but Artaud’s scraping is not 
premeditated or prepared as Ernst’s surfaces were. See: ‘Forest and Dove’, 1927) This invisible motif  is more 
frenetic, looping, but still restrained compared to mark making in other works.  

It is, overall, a language of  cephalopods and jagged knife coral; royal ghosts, crows and sentient bubbles. A 

taxonomy of  disintegration.  
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Antonin Artaud, Jamais réel et toujours vrai… (Never real and always true), 1945. 
Graphite, wax, and grattage on paper. Collection Musée Cantini, Marseille. 



Even as I make these distinctions, as I try to carve out meaning, to articulate an authoritative 

interpretation that boasts itself  as ‘original knowledge’ - I again wonder if  I understand 

these drawings at all — if  I ever could. Never real and always true is a paradox easily 

contextualised within the milieux of  surrealist antipathies, yet in studying Artaud one is set 

adrift - there is no coming back to the world. The paradoxes presented are not attenuation 

devices, intended to act upon and alter the world - they are machines designed to absolve 

reality of  its right to exist . The schisms and fractures in Artaud’s work (be they written, 19

performed, recorded or drawn) produce problems for knowledge - more than that of  a 

cypher, fragment, or red herring, but worse than these it causes a certain violence upon the 

world - perhaps not in the present moment, but in the future. Likewise, the works speak to 

the violence of  knowledge itself  - its infernal nature: its will to depose, dismember, and 

mutilate its subject.  

Artaud’s knowledges, or anti-knowledges, are those that move with the cosmologies of  

hallucination and affect — invented galaxies of  polymorphous subjectivity, smashing into 

and fragmenting the real.  These incantations form Artaud’s counter-hagiography, casting 

magical warfare in a sustained assault upon the real; fishing for victims to infect, through 

words, marks, gestures, screams, the neophyte left beyond hope of  availing upon them 

meaning; but not less, unable to assign the arbitrary dismissals that come from the othering 

of  this knowledge as madness. 

 Artaud claimed he created “only machines of instant utility” (in Barber, 1993, p.151) — the utility of 19

which was to supplant reality through his performative acts. 
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Drawing Notations:
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Artaud Entombed

I journeyed to St Pierre Cemetery with an unhurried amble, by foot and by tram from the 

Cantini archive in the neighbourhood of  Belle de Mai in North Marseille. I followed my 

map to the Western entrance, where the cemetery comes to an arrow’s point. As I entered I 

saw a woman in a small outpost building, with a window open. I had been advised to ask for 

directions to Artaud’s tomb, and so tried my broken French from prepared translation. The 

woman began giving what seemed to be a description, complete with symbolic hand gestures 

which might have been landmarks, but I could not understand. As she continued speaking 

and looking at me, she shut the window, and slowly slid out of  my view, but I could still hear 

her speaking, as though she was carrying on her descriptions.  

Savouring this surreal and confounding snub, I began walking into the cemetery, confident I 

would be able to find Artaud’s grave through intuition - that he would speak to me. However, 

I only had an hour to search, and after walking for twenty or so minutes, the hubris of  my 

dérive magique began to flake away - the cemetery was just too vast to simply happen upon the 

grave. I began looking up images on Google - I found the tomb, as I recognised from artist 

Richard Crow’s video, posted on Facebook as public catalog of  his recent pilgrimage - a 

large tomb of  red granite, like the sarcophagus at Giza, marked “Famille Antonin Artaud”. 

In trawling Google images, I found images of  Gustavo Alvarez, a Mexican performance 

artist, performing a ritual at the grave. This action was well documented by his compatriots 

in the performance art group Gigacircus, so gave me a panoramic view around the grave - 

and, perhaps more usefully, it made it clear that any documentation of  my own pilgrimage 

would be grotesquely de-mystifying.  

Through the window of  my phone, I saw so many acts of  genuine and loving offering to his 

grave. I saw the neighbouring tombs, large, small, crosses, granite, marble, concrete; and 

softly rolling hills in the skyline. I tried to track this horizon, looking for this ensemble of  

silent actors, crowded around and mapping Artaud’s mysterious final home. Some feral 

cemetery cats milled about some steps, seeming to beckon me welcome. I followed them up 
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the steps, dozens of  them slowly emerging as I approached, aloof  guardians and false guides. 

They did guide me to the granite tomb of  an Artaud here — but the wrong one. It was his 

father, Antoine-Roi.  

After just over my allotted hour, I gave up my quest headed to the front gates. Within ten 

metres, I caught sight of  it out of  the corner of  my eye - Artaud’s final stage, a melange of  

black and white marble, concrete, olive trees, and in the middle the red granite costume of  

the unyielding anti-protagonist, Artaud. 

I had little time to think of  how best to meet him. Within the intolerable limits of  time and 

space, this would be as close as I was likely to ever be. I decided to give him a large drawing 

I had made in the gallery, folded up discretely like a map, and placed before his tomb 

amongst others’ offerings. As well, I offered my obsidian scrying mirror - a circular plane, 

ten centimetre circumference and half  a centimetre thick, from Artaud’s spiritual home of  
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Joey Ryken, Abbatoir Artaud, 2018. Invocatory drawing, offered at Artaud’s tomb, November 2018.



Mexico. This was functional necromancy - a magic telephone between worlds (obsidian 

mirror), a sympathetic map (the folded form), and a sacrificial organ of  intensity (the 

affective intensities of  the drawing). The mirror was my means of  conversing with the  

guardian stones, asking them to pass on my message. The drawing was my side of  the  

conversation - a response to Artaud’s drawings in as much as they were “merely 

commentary on action that has already occurred.” (2004, p.6) 

What actions had occurred to manifest as a drawn commentary within Artaud’s drawings 

have been and will continue to be widely speculated upon and interpreted. Artaud demands 

that understanding of  his drawings can only happen beyond text, beyond the body, and in 

the space between the real and the surreal (2004, p.5). This is seconded by Unica Zürn in 

her claim, “Only unreality suspends the rule of  distance” (1994, p.177)  If  understanding 
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Artaud’s tomb, Saint Pierre Cemetery, Marseille. Image credited to author, 2018. 
Drawing and obsidian scrying mirror left as offering before tomb, centre-right.



exists in some suspended state between the real and unreal, than it seems to me that any 

‘understanding’ should necessarily be in the language of  its own commentary - through 

drawing (in as much as it exists not to be a drawing, but another commentary on action). 

What can be said of  the ‘real’ for Artaud might only be the melody of  his nerve scales, 

between the trauma of  suffering and the numbing release of  opiates. My drawings have 

been an attempt to understand, on these terms - that between suffering and the ecstasy of  

entrancement, there is the electric tension of  the marks, where the mind and body converge 

into an act of  conjuring, articulating the impossible terrains of  noumenous counter-realities. 
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Ghost-hunting Artaud in Ivry-sur-Seine and Bibliothèque Littéraire 
Jacques-Doucet, Paris

In February 2019 I returned to Paris, to trace and catalogue Antonin Artaud’s ghostly residues once 

more. I planned many things: to visit the site of  Théâtre des Folies-Wagram, where Artaud’s Le 

Cenci failed to live up to his Theatre of  Cruelty; Unica Zürn’s place of  death, below hers and Hans 

Bellmer’s flat on Rue de la Plaine; Likewise, Gilles Deleuze’ deathplace on Avenue Niel, a site of  

pilgrimage to his final rebellion against the tyranny of  the breath.  

But it accumulated, in sequence, into undue morbidity. I decided instead to visit the place of  

Artaud’s death, where he lived in Ivry-sur-Seine, in a southeasterly suburb of  Paris; complemented 

by a visit to his spells and curses, letters sent to loved and loathed from the edge of  Armageddon.  

Although I originally planned to revisit the notebooks at the BNF, somewhat ironically they are all 

currently on display at Cabinet Gallery in London . As supplement - and alongside seeing the 20

apocalyptic curses/spells of  Artaud at Bibliotheque Jacques Doucet - I visited the final site of  

Artaud’s life and death, in the Parisian suburb of  Ivry-sur-Seine. 

The psychiatric clinic in Ivry-sur-Seine where Artaud spent his last days is long-since gone, only 

surviving in certain remnants of  public park space, amongst the pragmatic melancholy of  decaying 

post-modern social housing. A vain attempt at commemoration sits in the heart of  these housing 

complexes, the Auditorium Antonin Artaud, a false home for the haunted echoes of  his drugged 

shouting and percussive wood hackings. The former asylum was on of  the first in France to employ 

a doctor, and was built and run by psychiatrist Jean-Etienne Esquirol in 1820. Esquirol is still cited 

as having defined the first functional description of  hallucination, inclusive of  the embodied 

sensorial variations through which it manifests.  (Aleman, Larøi, 2009, p.12). Artaud’s hallucinations 

were contingent to different senses, of  a different body. They are a curse, burnt and embedded 

within this haunted suburban landscape. 

 Antonin Artaud, Drawing Writing, Cahiers de Rodez & Cahiers d ’Ivry, 1945 - 1948. Cabinet Gallery, Feb - 20

April, 2019
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I recorded the detritus-strewn plagues of  suburban curse-spaces that might be found virtually 

anywhere - broken and boarded up windows on facades of  defunded social services, damp 

mattresses under cover of  non-spaces, waiting for their roofless owners to return at sundown. As I 

shot super-8 footage of  the frontage of  AA’s auditorium I was blessed with impromptu musical 

accompaniment on solo angle grinder from a municipal-worker-cum-post-industrial-sound-artist.  

damp patches steered me downstream to piss-stained alleyways, strewn with puerile portraits of  

exploded humanoids, Artaudian specimens of  raw and god-like portraiture. Locals looked uneasily 

at my drifting documentation, the camera holding the tremulous unease of  a handgun. Did they 

know where they were? Would it matter to them, to know that they lived as post-apocalyptic 

survivors at ground zero of  AA’s subsummation to the flames of  drugged, tumoured, impossible 

death? 

Probably not.  
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Joey Ryken, 2019. Stills from film documentation (Auditorium Antonin Artaud, Ivry-sur-Seine.)

Joey Ryken, 2019. Stills from film documentation (found graffiti, Ivry-sur-Seine)



So I returned to Paris, to find his curses and spells, held in the archive of  the Bibliothèque Jacques 

Doucet. Sitting humbly beside the Pantheon, it holds his greatest gifts, and cruelties - protective 

spells, sent Throne-side from Artaud’s messianic reckoning on the island of  Anishmore . Riddled 21

with desperate scrawling text and broken through with cigarette burns, these letters engage the 

surface of  the page as though it were a veil between physical and metaphysical worlds. Broken by 

fire and bridged by intention, these letters are hauntological specimens - Artaud’s prescient vision of  

a world on the brink of  war, warning friends and damning enemies in preparation for the End 

Times.  

What have I to do with these letters, this performance of  Apocalyptic engineering of  fate? 

Precluding Apocalypse as an inevitable feature of  my time, my childish grasping for agency has 

found footing in a delusional narrative - that I somehow had some purpose within the grand 

schema. This is not of  messianic description, but more the urgency of  the disciple. In thinking 

through the contingencies of  life in these End Times, my own sense of  powerlessness finds the page 

its only solace - a space to imagine the impossible, to find kin with the elements (further than Donna 

Haraway’s fetid familials ), as curse and spell. Through breathwork, dream-chasing, indulgence in 22

delusion, psycho-poetic fragmentations, or self-induced televisual schizophrenia, I have tried to 

make the page move, to make it undead — these drawings through magical intensity are my own 

haunting, in and beyond the corporeality of  their life as a body of  research. 

 Anishmore was to be the site of Artaud’s failed transition into a post-apocalyptic messianic body, 21

before his deportation from Ireland and subsequent incarceration in asylums throughout France for 
nine years between 1937 and 1946. See: Barber, 2018.

 This references theorist Donna Haraway’s notion of kinship with filth. See: Haraway, 2016.22
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Videos of Pure Intensity: On Telemantic∆Documents & La Chasse aux 
Fantômes // Artaud in Ivry-sur-Seine

During the course of  this research I shot and edited a broad variety of  video documentation, some 

giving a precise, forensic view of  drawing; others collecting evidence from my research ‘ghost-hunts’; 

and some others as anecdotal, psychedelic, and often surreal vignettes. These collected videos were 

eventually edited into short video reels to be played at the exhibition of  drawing materials ahead of  

my Viva Voce examination. These reels have been edited as a sort of  attenuating device — to set the 

tone of  the research, an audiovisual spell using many of  the themes and methods from my 

psychomagical self-experimentation. Although I do not wish to dissect them through analysis, I will 

give a brief  overview of  their content, as well as a technical explanation of  how their production co-

performed some of  my research methodologies.  

Telemantic∆Documents is a compilation of  short videos made in response to or in collaboration with 

my drawings. The first two shorts were made using free iphone software, mutating close-up shots of  

my drawings, editing in drone music experiments, or mapping photos of  my facial features onto the 

drawings as virtual video object. The third video is a two-drawing animation that I made on a post-

it pad, drawn with the savage intensity I learned from Artaud’s drawings, with an impromptu vocal 

soundtrack by my daughter. The fourth video in the series again adapted a macro-lens birds eye 

view of  a drawing, mapping art historical images onto it by misusing Instagram video add-ons — 

details of  Picasso, an illustration from Annie Besant’s Thought Forms, a Bruegel sketch, 

haphazardly appropriated from my immediate surroundings and inscribed onto my drawing like 

pulsing, failing organs. The fifth video is more considered edit, superimposing sweeping, macro-

focused footage of  my drawings — either partially finished, or shown as drawn through stop motion 

— weaving them into a hypnogogic loop, with a likewise collaged soundtrack of  a reversed guitar 

improvisation.  

The sixth and final video is sped-up footage of  a drawing ritual I was able to do in response to and 

in direct proximity of  Artaud’s drawings at Musée Cantini in Marseille. As the museum was closed, 

I had been left to my own devices, and so was able to deploy my method of  self-entrancement 
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before executing the drawing in situ. Although I attempted to do this in response to Artaud’s 

drawings at Centre Georges Pompidou, this was the only time I was able to use my method fully 

within my encounters with Artaud’s drawings. This drawing was left to Artaud at his grave a few 

hours later, with my circular obsidian scrying mirror.  

La Chasse aux Fantômes // Artaud in Ivry-sur-Seine is a more direct rendering of  research footage into a 

filmic piece. It was planned as such, but I did not intend it to be as cinematic as it turned out to be, 

as I wanted it to remain a form of  documentation, however abstracted. The video footage was again 

taken by iphone, using a video app for Super 8 simulation. My research has explored how analog 

media can be thought to pick up signals from other dimensions (see: pp 41 - 43 in this volume), and 

so I wanted to see if  I could use this digitised illusion to the same effect. My first experimental 

artworks were made on actual Super 8, and in that sense it is a somewhat sacred medium to me, 

which is another reason I wanted use it — as an affective experiment, potentised by my own 

betrayal of  its authentic qualities.  

The content within is already described in the previous section, but I will briefly discuss how it was 

edited. The process of  editing was in a way the final process of  self-entrancement in this project. 

Using a bespoke sound loop, I attempted to map the footage alongside my own experience of  

entrancement through the drone. This escalated to a superimposition of  footage, not intended as a 

familiar form of  cliché psychedelic disorientation, but as a way of  embodying Artaud’s avowed 

double, in an attempt at capturing him.  

These video works, intended as documentation, have coalesced to have lives that were not intended, 

and as such perform in the in-between of  my expository research and the method of  my 

entrancement. As much as the drawings, I intend these to invoke hallucinatory subjectivities in an 

audience, so it would seem they are as entangled in practice as everything else.  
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I. Instructions / Spells: An Introduction to Muddling Magic

Herein lies a series of  methods, techniques, and diagrams for making drawings to muddle magic.  

Muddling Magic is: 

An approach to magic ritual that cross-contaminates various magical methods, traditions, and 

techniques through improvisation, experimentation, and indeterminacy.  These coalesce into a 1

Muddle — a site where not-knowing provides space to perform de-limited encounters with knowledge.  2

A method of  rendering the breath a plastic phenomena, using it as a tool to act upon consciousness 

in such a way as to produce subjective anomalies, animating the act of  drawing as a resistant subject 

— a squirming body of  ambiguous formation, vibrating between dimensions via the page/ pen / 

hand / eye / lungs / brain.   3

   The project takes a ‘pick-and-mix’ approach, selecting various aspects of practices as diverse as Aleister 1

Crowley’s Thelemic magic (see: Regardie, 1995); Tantric and Kundalini Yoga; Santería Borinqueños (Puerto Rican 
Santería); Chaos Magic (see: Hine, 1993 - 96); and The Temple of Psychick Youth’s Television Magick (see P-
Orridge, 1994 and 2010). This process of ‘muddling’ is akin to methods of montage, collage, and bricolage — 
forming assemblages that co-construct novel questions, problems, and ideas within a conversant regime of magic-
as-media. Improvisation and indeterminacy add further muddling, prioritising the illogic of intuition over the 
systematised ordering of empirical experimental method. 

 ‘not-knowing’ might as well in this case mean stupidity, as in the encounter with a lack of knowledge. In his book 2

Difference and Repetition, philosopher Gilles Deleuze presents stupidity as a particular challenge to philosophical 
thinking, but also a productive interloper between unknowing subjects. He uses the example of the satirist to 
illustrate how the human subject of stupidity is portrayed as a chimerical body, sometimes with the head of a 
beast, sometimes a vegetable, or perhaps even portrayed as amoebic. (1968/2010, pp. 188-89) In any case, this 
articulates how stupidity delimits the subject who knows-not, imbuing them with the potential to form conjoined 
corporeality with other unknowing subjects.

   “Now I know / the objective plastic power / of the breath / the breath is something / in the air / it is not 3

merely / a stirring / of the air, / it is a massive / concretion in / the air / and one that must / be felt / in the body and 
/ by the body” in Artaud, 2004, p. 20
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An exploded technique for conflated acts of  drawing and writing — or to use a contraction from 

Artaudian scholarship writing-drawing (Barker, 2009, p.21)  — that anchors magical energies from 4

inner and outer worlds, to bind within artefacts (drawings), that they may act as an assembled body: 

simultaneously as spell, curse, poem, script, score, choreography, staging, ghost emancipation device, 

or gateway to alternate universes.  

Or else, it is a shambolic amalgamation of  imaginative performances in preparation for the 

technical execution of  drawings, the style and method of  which is structured to invoke 

hallucinations and altered states of  consciousness. 

Muddling Magic is a machine for performing and inscribing magical methods, concepts, and 

noumenous gestures onto a page or two-dimensional surface. The moving parts of  this drawing 

method function simultaneously: they are material, symbolic, performative, sonorous, and 

conceptual.  

Muddling Magic is synonymous with Octochronoplasmancy, a neologism referencing primary 

components of  this method — Octo referring to both sound (via the octave ) and its ability to alter 5

both matter and consciousness, and cephalopods (octopus) and their ability to appropriate from 

their surroundings (via adaptive camouflage) in order to survive; chrono referencing the flattening of  

time used in communicating with the past and future simultaneously; plasma being a substance that 

is non-existent in normal circumstances, and so always imminent; and -mancy, the suffix meaning 

divination, or the conjuring of  ghosts, and a diviner’s ability to invoke madness.  

In my descriptions of  / instruction for rituals and sequences, I will use both Muddling Magic and 

Octochronoplasmancy interchangeably. The reason for this is that Muddling Magic performs an 

informality that accommodates scepticism, cynicism, and most importantly an ungrounded position 

   In his essay, Subjectile Vision: Drawing on and Through Artaud (2009), Stephen Barker explores the contradictions 4

and violent upheavals of meaning and sense implicit in Artaud’s drawings and their attendant sigilic and glossolalic 
use of writing. Conflating and contracting writing and drawing in relation to force (/intensity) as writingdrawing:  
“The primacy of force means that writingdrawing is ‘untranslatable’, in significant part because ‘force is first of all 
what resists being staged, that is to say being represented, being made visible.” Bodies of Pure Intensity are likewise 
perhaps untranslatable, but through an embodied methodology, produce communicable forms of knowledge.

   In particular, the use of the octave as a prefix references ‘the Law of Octaves’ as espoused by spiritualists G.I. 5

Gurdjieff and P.D. Ouspensky. Gurdjieff ’s ‘law’ describes reality as vibrational, and that harmonic intervals are 
literalised metaphors for different levels of reality and consciousness, rooted in the idea that both thought and 
sound have a direct effect and influence on objective reality. See: Ouspensky, 1949, pp. 167 - 198, which discusses 
relationships between ‘octaves of radiation’ and physical (molecular) matter.
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that prioritises doubt and indeterminacy; whilst Octochronoplasmancy formalises the functional 

principles of  this technique, defining it beyond any external definitions of  pre-established creative / 

absurdist magical counter-practices (such as Chaos Magic , Psychomagic , or Dischordianism ).  6 7 8

This publication contains instructions, diagrams, and descriptions of  practice-based experiments in 

the use of  drawing as a site for impossible concepts. This serves two purposes — firstly, to give an 

abstract, transparent description of  my methodology, and secondly, to establish the basic protocols 

of  this method as a practical means of  making the knowledge contingent to this method 

communicable to readers and usable to other practitioners, towards further considerations on 

Octochronoplasmancy.  

   

    Chaos Magic is an egalitarian, creative, and arguably anarchistic form of ritual magic, drawing from a multitude 6
of occult / spiritualist traditions of primarily Western origin. Chaos Magic rejects the hierarchies of previous 
magic societies, instead promoting creativity and intuition in practices of ritual magic, rather than rote 
performances of ritual instructions.  See: Phil Hine, 1993; 1995; 1996

   Psychomagic is a practice formalised by filmmaker and spiritualist Alejandro Jodorowsky, combining aspects of 7

psychotherapy, shamanic ritual magic, and surrealist performance. See: Jodorowsky, 2010. 

 Dischordianism is an absurdist spoof religion, invented by writer Gregory Hill (Malaclypse the Younger) and Kerry 8

Thornley (Lord Omar Khayyam Ravenhurst), formalised in their self-published Principia Dischordia (1965 - 1979). 
Dischordianism was made famous by Robert Anton Wilson in his Illuminatus Trilogy, and has remained largely 
influential to artists working between themes of spiritualism, political activism, and pranks as method. eg: Daisy 
Eris Campbell’s play Cosmic Trigger (2014); as well as Bill Drummond and Jimmy Cauty’s Illuminatus Trilogy themed 
prank-cult-techno group KLF — see: John Higgs, 2013.
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1.1  A Step-by-Step Guide to Basic Octochronoplasmancy

‘Instruction / Spell A.’ represents a foundational example of  the total assemblage of  components used in my drawing 

-magic methodology. As such, it can be considered a technical abstract, defining an instructional foundation for my 

method. As related to the theoretical ideas and contextual practices that inform this project, this method is both 

fragmentary and repetitious, carried out in a continuum as a performative palimpsest, each iteration leaving marks and 

residues that each sequential version learns from and adapts to. These haunted residues form rhizomatic lattice between 

and betwixt the processes of  octochronoplasmancy, inviting ever more variation into the process. 

  

In displaying this method for the reader and / or user, this how-to guide not a magical method defined by either group 

or hierarchical consensus, as it is defined within the individuated subjective territory of  singular, hermetic art 

production. In other words, it is a starting point for the reader / user, with reports upon and from within my discoveries 

in using the method in relation to my own affective and magical territories.  

In consideration of  the potential futility of  this or any attempt at disseminating the necessarily idiosyncratic choices of  

content, as well as contingent variations in results, I have attempted to strip these instructions down to the most basic 

components. This, I hope, will loosen the method from the constraints and dogmas of  my own subjective tyranny, giving 

due agency back to the reader / user, for critique, appropriation, or re-performance, to find and embody their own bodies 

of  pure intensity.  

In other words: this is D.I.Y. (Do it Yourself) Octochronoplasmancy. 
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Step 1:  

Cinematic and Televisual media should be used as a means of  altering consciousness in advance of  

or simultaneous to the act of  drawing-magic. There is no limitation as to what can be used, as long 

as it is affective — it should produce spontaneous intensities of  emotion. This should be done 

alongside breathing techniques (see below), as this amplifies emotional intensity. My sources have 

included material as diverse as pop music videos, major motion pictures, and self-made karaoke 

videos, amongst many others. Remember, the more that the source-to-affect ratio is incongruous, 

the more powerful the magic is — in other words, if  a commercial for car insurance proves 

manipulative enough as to make you cry, or get ASMR tingles, than it is powerful. Use the 

incongruity of  this affective intensity to the advantage of  your Octochronoplasmancy. 

First, select a moving image document for magic employ. This can be anything, from mainstream 

cinema and television to experimental video/film. Narrative content should contain some or all of  

the following themes: alterverses / alternate dimensions; ritual or fantastical portrayals of  magic; 

supernatural phenomena; characterisations of  gods; extra-sensory perception, especially in relation 

to hallucinatory experience; anything emotionally affective as determined by the practitioner . 9

Aural, Cinematic, and Televisual media  are used as Octochronoplasmantic amplifiers / 10

accelerators. Music / Sound, and Audiovisual media are of  the strongest media through which to 

avail the senses and draw out collective ghost-ings of  affect and eidetic imaginings - psychic image 

and sound worlds that can leave one haunted and altered. In using the innate intensities of  these 

forms of  media, one is effectively hitching a ride on an industrialised freight train of  highly charged 

magic. I do not suggest that one latches on passively, like a hobo wizard roaming where the wind 

and the trains take them. No, this is not hitching a ride — this is a full scale trans-dimensional train 

robbery. 

 Media producing emotional affect can literally be anything, and towards the goal of muddling magic, the more 9

personally embarrassing the better. This may be achieved through selective processes which prioritise the ‘guilty 
pleasure’ of banal popular media, but can also be discovered accidentally. For example, for one of my preparatory 
rituals, I watched a documentary on 1980’s professional skateboard team, the Bones Brigade (2012), and found 
myself inexplicably weeping and overwhelmed with intense empathic grief. Although I might blame the durational 
holotropic breathing for this hilarious and humiliating outburst of emotion, it was the most successful production 
of affect within my experiments — absurdly, and shamefully, more so than in the contemplation of the death of a 
friend. 

 Orientation should be flat, as in screen or wall projection. This method is not intended for immersive 3D or 10

interactive media, such as Game design, Virtual Reality design, video projection mapping, or other spatialised 
virtual media.
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Step 2:  

Choose a background track from Me/Mi MoMo Mu’s (VxM) ‘Greatest Hits ov 

Octrochronoplasmancy’ (2020). Sound loops are a foundational aspect of  trance, and can fast-track 

the path to entrancement, which can otherwise be time and labour intensive. I have made five loop 

models, designed using psychoacoustic  and psychomagical  research. The loops included are 11 12

abstract formations that have been tested through different parameters of  gain (signal intensity), 

cross-fade, superimposition, and duration. They are both a subject, actant, and framing device 

within the methodology, foregrounding trance experience whilst simultaneously setting a 

background ambiance. 

Step 3:  

Play moving-image document with VxM background track. VxM track should loop throughout. Feel 

free to use audio and audiovisual effects to alter either of  these overlapping media. 

Step 4:  

Employ an extreme breathing technique, towards the goal of  altering your consciousness. This 

could be using yogic techniques of  Pranayama, using different rhythmic and durations of  

inhalation, exhalation, holding and releasing of  breath. Likewise, you can use techniques of  

hyperventilation, such as Stanislav Grof ’s Holotropic Breathwork®. Keep in mind, Breathwork will 

be more dramatically e/affective towards the goal of  altering consciousness.  

   The design of trance loops was informed by psychoacoustic research into trance sounds used in various 11

spiritual and secular contexts. See: Roederer, (2008),The Physics and Psychophysics of Music ; Rouget (1985) Music and 
Trance: A Theory of the Relations Between Music and Possession; Nestor, (2009) Get High Now: Without Drugs. Marconi 
Union’s song Weightless (2012), claimed to be the most calming song of all time, was also of great influence.

   Psychomagical sonic research gleaned from all albums produced by Throbbing Gristle, especially Journey 12

Through a Body (1982); and particularly the album Time Machines (1998) by Coil, in which each track was designed to 
simulate the qualities and effects of four of the most potent hallucinatory drugs: telepathine, DOET, DMT, and 
psilocybin mushrooms. 
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Step 5a:  

Make drawn marks as a record of  the experience. This can include drawings, text, diagrams,  

glossolalia, sigils, symbols, or any other form of  notation. Try to avoid making sense, but do focus on 

orientating your thoughts to some variation of  elemental, abstract materiality. I use the Aristotelian 

categories of  5-elements: Earth, Air, Fire, Water, Aether. 

Step 5b:  

Consider the document as score / instruction / choreography / diagram / etc. Ask yourself  what 

you want to do with it? Is your experience a reflection of  mediumship? A conjuring of  ghosts? A 

hallucination made manifest? How can this psychomantic recording caste further 

octochronoplasmantic spells to test and challenge the limited consensus which binds the conditions 

of  the real? 
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1.2. Drawing a Body of Pure Intensity: 

        methods, materials, and technical notes

The first introductory section breaks down the basics of  Octochronoplasmancy / Muddling Magic 

as micro-abstracts, introducing some primary concepts; the types of  media, materials and 

techniques to use; and some questions to consider when entering the ecstatic trance-space of  

drawing-magic, towards assembling your own wonderfully anomalous Bodies of  Pure Intensity.  

Now that you are familiar with the fundamentals, this section will go further into the overall method, 

materials and how they should be used, and some notes on technical procedure as well as techniques  

to try to use in execution of  drawing-magic.  

This section will also present more questions that may be important to consider before starting this 

process, so that you can avoid any unpleasant surprises from within your cast enchantments, or else 

from resistance that might be imposed by skepticism, cynicism, fear, or boredom. This is not to set 

out a dogma or magical protocol, but so that you can get the most out of  the method.  

Some questions — and possible answers — to consider are:  

Q: How does a dissected body of  magical intention coalesce as an act of  drawing?  

	 A (sample): Simply, by doing. 

Q. Are you feeling vigorous and beatific, or nauseas and uncomfortable?  

	 A (sample): Either, and more, are okay. 

Q: What is it that is drawn when it is born as an act of  drawing?  

	 A (sample) : A daemonic manifestation assembled from beyond the liminal borders of  your 	

	         most terrifying noumenous energies. 

Further to these and other questions, the following are specific technical instructions and advice, 

distilled from 22 approaches to this method as used in 23 Drawings to Muddle Magic. 
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1.2.1  Drawing-Magic: How to draw Bodies of Pure Intensity

1) Use a biro, archival ink pen, or graphite pencil, and a piece of  blank bond paper. The paper can 

either be raw / sugar paper, or standard bleached paper. Quality of  paper or pens is not 

significant.   

       

Notes on Electro-magical Conductivity:

Carbon Black and Graphite are both the primary pigment material for my drawing. They make 

up the mass of  pigment content in pencils and black ink pens, from archival ink to biro ballpoint 

pens.  

Graphite, is carbon compressed into a crystal. It is crushed to powder and mixed with clay to 

make pencils.  

Black Carbon is born from petroleum refining processes. It has an extremely high ratio of  

carbon, and so is ideal as the pigment substance for black inks.  

Both Carbon Black and Graphite have extremely high electromagnetic conductivity.  

The flat drawing surface is an immanent plane, awaiting the articulation of  alternate 

dimensions. It can be a page of  paper, a stretched material, a wall, a smooth consistent surface 

on any number of  topological surfaces, or curvilinear surface-planes.  

The electromagnetic immanence of  drawings on surface-planes is terrifying — viral-

Frankenstein alterverses, awaiting a spark, a loose charge, to re-animate them for the first time. 

2) Use your breath to alter your consciousness and become dissociative — distant from your body, 

your usual mental processes, and your orientation in space and time. To do this effectively, find a 

quiet space where you can avoid distractions, alter your breath until you feel there is a definite 

change in your consciousness, using your preferred technique of  over-, under-, or controlled 

breathing. (see diagram 2) 
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For Pranayama, sit upright and hold one nostril shut, breathing in as deeply as possible; before 

exhalation, release nostril and hold other nostril closed, breathing out the opposing nostril, 

again as deeply as possible. This repeat this 10 times, then do in reverse, again for another 10 

breaths. This is enough to gain effects, but feel free to continue for as long as you’d like. Also, 

feel free to experiment with patterns of  breath between nostrils — pranayama is meant to align 

energies, but Octochronoplasmancy is just as much about achieving radical imbalance. For 

example, breathing out of  only one nostril signals a bodily imbalance in pranayama philosophy, 

so try amplifying this artificially, only breathing through one nostril for 20 minutes to an hour. 

Use the drawing and parallel journal to report on the effects of  this. 

For Breathwork, sit in a relaxed position, and breath in, faster and with more air than you 

normally would, and slightly more than is comfortable. On the exhalation, again breath out 

faster and longer than usual, attempting to empty your lungs. If  you get dizzy, feel sick, or just 

uncomfortable, slow down the pace to one that is comfortable. Play with the tension between 

comfortable and slightly strained breathing. It does not have to be athletic, but it should always 

be a conscious act.  

For both pranayama and breathwork, there are many approaches, techniques and durations. 

Feel free to explore these in your own research, but likewise do your own experiments with pace, 

intensity, and duration.  

Achieving an altered state through breathing techniques is different for every person, and 

typically can be estimated to take between 10 and 180 minutes . Next, try to encounter the 13

page as an alternate dimensional threshold. Imagine you are a trickster demiurge, getting high 

on fire from the gods, to make worlds outside of  time and space. Demiurgical  phantasmagoria 

is what the 2nd Dimension of  the page allows — inter-dimensional access to the 4th and 5th 

dimensions (or further) through empirical control rendered upon the 1st and 2nd from within 

the 3rd.  

I do not recommend practicing under or over-breathing alone for more than twenty minutes 

without another person to supervise. In my experimental rituals I have have practiced under-

breathing for up to 15 minutes, over-breathing techniques for up to 180 minutes. Controlled 

  My experience has varied greatly, especially between methods, but I have on average had significant results of 13

altered consciousness through breathing within 10 to 15 minutes, but longer durations change the results.
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breathing techniques in pranayama yoga can be readily found and I would consider safe to 

practice by an individual practitioner for as long as they are capable 

3) In the instance you are unsuccessful collapsing the familiar conditions of  the real (via body, 

space, sense, etc.), amplify the intensity levels of  your subjectivities — be it through the 

megalomania of  world-building, or the ecstatic absurdity of  the imaginative, et al. In other 

words, use your imagination. If  possible, restrain fluctuations of  gesture, focusing instead on 

vibrational intensities and micr0-spasmodic hand-mind interfacing. Choose the organs of  your 

new body, shape them from an improvisational interpretation of  materiality. Represent the 

unrepresentable by setting yourself  a finite system of  marks, techniques, approaches to line and 

shading, stippling, cross-hatching, what-have-you. (see diagram 1). 

4)  Try to articulate the quasi-form of  your BoPI. Quasi-form categories for 23 Drawings to Muddle 

Magic include: thingly, perspectival, cosmological, taxonomical, scribble-form, eidetic bric-a-

brac, daemon invocation, sub-sequent daemon binding ritual, heavy metal phantasm, dream 

organ, exploded text-body as multi-planar sentient chess board, and dance choreographies as 

revised infrastructural proposals for the River Styx. Feel free to elaborate on these themes, or 

come up with your own. 

5) Keep drawing into the quasi-form until you begin to see it move. It has to move both while you 

are drawing and after you stop. This movement need not be continuous — in my experience it 

is often peripheral, but has a definite sense of  animation. You are free to discount this movement 

as merely an illusionistic phenomena, as long as you can be sure of  the validity of  the subjective 

phenomena communicating movement to your mind. 

Technicians note:  

It is important to remember that you do not need to abandon your skills in drawing any more than 

you have to use them. Move between the automatic — or autonomic — and  technical, hyper-

rendered modes of  drawing. If  you are unable to render, that is not a problem either — imbue your 

marks with magical intensity, leave abstraction, leave representation, leave text, leave graphology, 

but do not leave the page for it has become a new universe of  your making and requires your 

attention to become real.  
 14



Diagram 1. 

Examples of  drawing themes, using .05mm biro ballpoint (left) and .03 - .005mm tipped archival ink pens 

(centre and right).   

 

Diagram 2. 

This diagram illustrates the plastic intensities invisible within the breath. The diagram indicates a 

sense of  plasmatic agency within air, as it is used to activate altered states. 
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2  Instructions / Spells: 
Selected Case Studies for Bodies of Pure Intensity

The following section gives distilled evidence from two crucial performance-drawing experiments, 

each of  which have respectively informed and tested my ritual drawing methods as a public 

performances. These are presented as case studies that explore the extent to which drawing as a 

magical apparatus might function in relation to participatory performance, in the public domain, or 

specialist academic research setting.  

Included Examples and Case Studies are: 

•  Five Usable Samples of  Octochronoplasmantic Instruction 

• Case Study A: Damned Drawing at TransActing: A Market of  Values, 2015, London 

• Case Study B: Damned Drawing with CARC at the ICA, 2018, London 
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2.1   Five Usable Samples of Octochronoplasmantic Instruction

Series 1, Drawing 1:

1) Listen to sound loop including trance induction beats, and sub-base cross-phase. 

2) Warm up using sketchbook no.1: 1 – 3 drawings; Do holotropic breathing (30 min) 

3) Start larger drawing – draw for 2 hours without stopping, maintaining breath 

4) Break for food and drink 

5) Do breathing warm-up for 5 minutes 

6) Draw for another hour, maintaining breath.  

7) Write journal about experience, thoughts, and ideas for the next session. 

 

Notes: 
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Series 1, Drawing 2: 

1) Begin the first drawing after a standard Mindfulness sitting session, 23 Minutes.  

2) Do 'pure' automatic drawing, testing density of  line, threshold of  paper ground. 

3) Draw for three one-hour intervals, with 23 minutes Mindfulness sitting between, 	 	 	

stopping only for water or toilet. For second drawing session, keep eyes closed. End with 	 	

Mindfulness sitting. 

4) Break to eat and drink for 30 minutes. 

5) Write journal entry about experience. 

 

Notes:
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Series 1, Drawing 3: 

1) Prepare food for post-session – Jibaritos with sardines, tomatoes & onion; mango; malt drink. 

2) Do one-hour holotropic breathing 

3) Draw for 15 minutes with strobe light set between 8 – 12 hz. 

4) Stop strobe; draw for another 15 minutes. 

5) Draw for 15 minutes with prepared audio loop. 

6) Stop loop; continue drawing for 15 minutes 

7) Break for mindfulness interlude – 20 minutes. 

8) Draw for 30 minutes with both strobe and audio loop. 

9) Stop strobe and audio loop; draw for another 30 minutes.  

10)  Stop to eat and drink – 30 minutes. 

11)  Draw for one-hour with strobe and audio loop.  

12)  Stop for mindfulness sitting.  

13)  Write journal entry 

Notes:
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Series 1, Drawing 4: 

1) Prepare food for end of  session – Rice, kidney beans, okra and squid; Hibiscus tea. 

2) Practice the "Death Posture", considering description of  method by Austin Osman Spare in 

The Book of  Pleasure.  

3) Draw with eyes closed for one-hour 

4) Do holotropic breathing for one-hour 

5) Draw with eyes open for one-hour 

 

Notes:
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Series 1, Drawing 5: 

1) Prepare food for end of  session – Serenata de Bacalao; tostones; hibiscus tea. 

2) Watch three most watched films of  all time at once – Avatar, Titanic, and Star Wars: Episode VII 

– The Force Awakens – superimposed on same screen; zombie-draw throughout. 

3) Stop to eat and drink. 

4) Develop drawing for same duration as longest film. 

 

Notes: 
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2.2.   Case Study A: Damned Drawing at Market of Values, London

Synopsis report on project: HALLUCINATRON 5000™ Micro-Hallucinatory Theatre 

As part of  #TransActing, I sited the Hallucinatron 5000™ (H5K™), which is a portable theatre-cum-

hallucination-chamber, worn by individual users. Transaction was complicated through multiple-

layers; moving from the novel chicanery of  fairground spectacle; to the superstitious seduction of  

spiritualist scams; to the entangling of  audience-as-art-object, put up for auction; and finally to test 

the results against an actual philanthropic cause. 

The H5K™ was slow to gain interest from the market audience, but eventually picked up 

momentum, attracting a broad range of  participants – adults, children, amused, bemused, confused, 

and some anxiously suspicious. I explained to curious attendees that the H5K™ was a hallucination 

machine that accumulated their psychic and orgonometric energies, transferring them to my 

'Spectral Plasma Net', worn over my head and body to enable me to 'read' their energies. 

Interpreting these energies intuitively, I translated them into hand-drawn psychic portraits. I 

explained that the portraits would contain a small percentage of  their inner energies, and so would 

be highly valued as invocatory objects amongst daemon summoners and spell casters worldwide. By 

participating in the experience, they were forfeiting these energies to go up for auction on eBay, 

which they would be invited to bid on to reclaim (which I recommended). I explained that the 

proceeds from these auctions were to be donated to the Wixarika people of  Jalisco, Mexico, who 

have maintained a hallucinatory cultural cosmology for millennia, resisting outside conquest for the 

last 500 years. 

Interactions varied a great deal, with the majority of  participants either mainly interested in the 

sensorial experience of  the H5K™, or else superstitiously nervous about what could be done with 

their 'portraits'. Ultimately, it was very successful for my intentions – to perform value as a process of  

magical intent, at once a spectacle, a scam, a projection, and a promise.  
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	 	 Joey Ryken, Hallucinatron 5000 Micro-Hallucinatory Theatre, 2015.
Documentation of bespoke viewing / orgonomic theft with Dr. Emily Rosamond. 
Video monitor, audio speakers, electronics, MDF, soundproofing insulation, 
acrylic paint, aluminium tape, PVC piping, computer fans, cotton wool.  
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Joey Ryken, Hallucinatron 5000™, 2015. Detail of drawings. Site specific performance installation, 
Parade Grounds, Chelsea College of Arts, London.



2.3   Case Study B: Damned Drawing with CARC at the ICA, London

On Halloween day, 2018, I beheaded myself  so that I might breath clearly through ocular 

oesophagi.   14

On Halloween day, 2018, I dissolved corporeality through magical apparatus, machinic-ventrication 

through oxygenated engines melting flesh-mind into time-ooze. Prisoner witnesses were offered the 

apparatus in kind, but declined, citing contractually appointed positions of  silence, rendered in shy 

judgement.    

On 31 October 2018, Halloween day, I presented my research as a live methodology, as part of  

quasi-monthly research seminars organised by Kingston School of  Art’s CARC (Contemporary Art 

Research Centre), sited at the Institute of  Contemporary Art, London . This was my second and 15

last live demonstration / performance, the first being my progenitive performance for #TransActing 

(see  previous section III). Following development of  my methodology through execution of  a 

drawing series, and subsequent use of  my method in archive visits, ghost hunts, and supplementary 

experiments with conscious dreamwork and sensory deprivations floatation, I used my scheduled 

presentation as an opportunity and attempt to socialise and distribute my method, enacting and 

evidencing particular intensities as generated between hyperbolic uses of  hyperventilation, 

octochronoplasmantic drawing techniques, and reading as live-edit of  heuristic research journals.  

Following is the text of  my presentation. 

 “Here working the iron cymbols / I take the low road of gouges / in the esophagus of the right eye.” Artaud, 14

1995, p.201

   The participants and audience of these gatherings consists of PhD students and staff researchers / supervisors 15

at Kingston School of Art, primarily from CARC, with some from Visual and Material Culture Research Centre.
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CARC PhD Seminar, Kingston School of Art, ICA, London 

31 October, 2018 

___ 

“ I should know most of you, but in case I don’t - or more importantly if you don’t know me -  

my name is Joey Ryken and my PhD project is titled ‘Psychomantic Drawing for Other 

Bodies ’. By way of brief synopsis, this is a practice-based research project that uses Drawing 16

as a staging for Magic. This is not slight-of-hand magic, but occult magic - magic that is 

hidden, not from an audience through the wielding of illusions, but instead hidden from the 

magician themselves - in this case, the artist is a magician (me), and the artwork is an 

assemblage of instruction, technique, stacks of media and their contingent affects. Magic is a 

literalising mechanism for the manifestation of metaphysical impossibilities, and so becomes a 

machine that I use to un-make / re-makes bodies, moving in an elliptical feedback loop from 

inner to outer worlds. Through the process of drawing amidst experiencing self-induced altered 

states of consciousness, this project seeks to make the ineffable plastic, capturing its nebulous 

portrait, for use as a further spell / curse for audiences, living and dead. ” 

“ Psychomancy is commonly (or uncommonly) interchangeable with ‘Necromancy’ - death-

magic, or raising the dead - to communicate with phantoms through veils dividing real and 

unreal. The page serves as this in betweenness, at once veil, window, and telematic 

(telemantic?) means to commune with ghosts. As most of you already know, my research has 

also involved invoking Antonin Artaud from his notebooks at the Bibliotheque Nationale de 

France, and through other drawings in archival collections at Centre George Pompidou in 

Paris, and imminently at the Musee Cantini in Marseille, the city of Artaud’s birth, and place of 

burial. ”

“ This performance of magic through the contingencies of body/mark/ground is always 

intrinsically grounded in the body-mind, and through invoking minor hallucinations this 

project attempts to reconfigure the body through the making of the drawing. ”

 ‘Psychomantic Drawing for Other Bodies’ is a previous title of Damned Drawing. This was abandoned as it 16

presented unnecessary entanglements between vague uses of ‘psychomancy’ in both magic studies and critical 
theory (see Jodorowksy, 2010; and Berardi, 2019), and issues relating to embodiment and the post/counter-human. 
These fields are of great interest to this project, but are decidedly not central to it. 
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• SPEAK GLOSSOLALIA HERE

“ Today I will be performing a drawing experiment following the primary methods I have 

developed in my project - drawing from the 5 classical elements of earth, air, fire, water and 

aether, using breathe, music and moving images to invoke an entranced encounter with 

drawing. ” 

“ For this experiment, I will invite you to join me if you are so inclined - the only instruction is 

to draw as though you were a loose mottle of raw elements, fragments of quasi-material, bodies 

of pure intensity. I will be practicing holotropic breathing which I likewise invite anyone to 

join in on - it is quite simply done by breathing until your lungs are empty or likewise full, 

faster than is comfortable for you, but not so fast that it is actually uncomfortable. Try to do 

this for twenty minutes. ”

“ I will stop periodically to read some excerpts of my journal responses to my drawings. ”  

START EXPERIMENT: 

5 minutes: Draw 17

STOP: Read entry from 23 Drawings 18

5 minutes: Draw 19

   From the beginning I employed standard holotropic breathing techniques, breathing in at a slow and even pace 17

for the full extent of my breath, and breathing out at the same pace but for a greater duration. I began the 
drawing as with automatic, continuous contour-lines with variations in pressure. My invitation to draw was not 
taken up by my research colleagues — though I set up a communal table with paper and pens, they remained 
seated in rows, watching as spectators. 

   I read from entry 1a from 23 Drawings to Muddle Magic. Holotropic breathing was maintained through this 18

reading, but necessarily became uneven. As my reading went on, it became somewhat frantic, leading to a sense of 
disorientation.  

   The second session continued steady as before, with frustration with lack of participation producing affective 19

intensity. Insecurity, a sense of the ridiculous, and failure of participatory intention assembled within the 
disorientation of breathing, beginning a sense of dissociative distance. This familiar aspect of performance was 
familiar to me, and a driving force for my performance altering my consciousness, in relation to time, space, and 
context. 
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STOP: Read entry from 23 Drawings 20

5 minutes: Draw21

STOP: Read from Artaud archive notes22

5 minutes23

STOP: Introduce drawings from floatation research and in transit24

____

END: Take Questions. 25

   I read briefly from entry 9a, ‘Conjuration and Appeasement of Gh’arktüul the Defiler (part 2)’. Breathing 20

continued with same intensity, but spasmodically. I compulsively start to exclaim ‘hoot!’ and laugh mirthlessly.

   Juggling the tasks of drawing, speaking, and holotropic breathing became close to untenable at this point. The 21

mark making in the drawing became more muscular, lines darkening, hatch-work rendered like knife slashes. I was 
becoming delirious, and shared this with the group, expressing that I was not sure how much longer I could 
sustain the performance. I began crumpling the page into mountainous forms, and continuing to draw on top of 
these, which tempered my mark making. I discussed how holotropic breathing could release stores of the 
hallucinogen N,N-Dimethyltrypamine, sitting latently in the brain. However, the science backing up this claim is 
somewhat dubious, or at best inconclusive (see: Rick Strassman, The Spirit Molecule, 2001; and Jon G. Dean, et al, 
Biosynthesis and Extracellular Concentrations of N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) in Mammalian Brain, 2019). In actuality, 
I was over-breathing and exhibiting signs of hyperventilation — dizziness, euphoria, panic, tingling hands and feet 
—  probably causing reduced blood flow to my brain.

   For this section of the performance/presentation, I played a section of Artaud’s radio play, To have done with the 22

judgement of god, 1947. Over this, I read excerpts of my research visit to the Bibliotheque Nationale de France in 
Paris to research / jailbreak Artaud’s drawings from amongst the 403 of his notebooks in their collection.

   The last section of drawing was brief, and I ended the performance prematurely as I had become too entranced 23

and disconnected from the task to carry it out any longer as a demonstration. 

   Before taking questions, I passed around exercise notebooks I had been developing in response to sensory 24

deprivation floatation experiences (drawings and writing), and drawings made in transit to and from my archive 
visit to Paris to research Artaud’s drawings. 

   Questions levied by the audience of researchers focused on how and to what extent the process of drawing was 25

different as a performance versus executed in private. I was unsure, but generally felt that the public performance 
of the method was a failure. Now distant from the event, I feel confident that it was a failure, but a necessary one. 
As a para-performative practice linked to Artaud’s methodologies, failure of the live event was conceptually built 
in. Despite this anticipated analog with Artaud’s ‘heroic’ failures (see Sontag, 1976, pp.xix - xx: ), performing this 
failure in kind was not contrived exactly. The onus of my overall intent to ‘muddle’ magic requires me to put 
myself in the firing line, to see what is at stake for my defence of these ideas, these methods, as they are — and 
ordering and mis-ordering of exploded fragments, towards some articulation of research that is paradoxically both 
opaque and transparent. 
Other comments acknowledged that the somewhat impossible goal of opaque-transparency was met through the 
method, flattening out its shambolic structure into a transferable form of evidence. Specifically, it was said that 
my talking over Artaud became a talking with, a re-animation of the now distant intensities of To have done with the 
judgement of god. This was said to have come not only through the juxtaposition of my commentary with the piece, 
but the breaking and shaking of my voice, and the tension of my evident delirium. 
The terminal question was whether or to what extent subjects can be something other than themselves.
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	 Octochronoplasmancy with the Centre for Useless Splendour, 2018. Biro, archival paper, sound 
loops, audio recording of Antonin Artaud’s To have done with the judgement of god, (1947).
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Introduction

This publication presents a contextual analysis of  this project, always in relation to the other four 

publications of  text, image, and audio/visuals. Each of  the other texts respectively gives evidence 

through facsimiles of  artworks, reflective and reflexive reports drawing research, and performances 

of  methods. In prioritising these knowledges, as produced through drawing and reflection, this 

examination of  context is a dialogue with and within the others, and seeks to maintain and 

exacerbate this cross-contamination. This dialogue resists contextual or theoretical explication of  

the other organs of  this research, seeking instead to discuss an assemblage of  art and magical 

practices that this project has worked with, more than in reference to. 

Writing within this assemblage, this text will attempt to clarify any loose threads linking the other 

sections through magnification. Looking at the interrelated and contingent components / organs 

used within my methodology, Dialogues organises some of  the performative elements that inform 

how drawing and magic can be conjoined as a staging space for impossible ideas.  

In attempting to organise a necessarily elliptical set of  subjects, this publication first discusses my 

rationale for configuring and conflating the operations of  drawing and magic as a conjoined 

apparatus. I address the primacy of  the drawings of  artist and dramaturge Antonin Artaud (1896 - 

1948) in framing this investigation through ‘drawing-magic’, an apocalyptic magical ontology that 

he played out within the site of  the drawing. Likewise examining the magical cosmologies of  artists 

Unica Zürn (1916 - 1970) and Austin Osman Spare (1886 - 1956), my initial contextualisation 

prioritises the phantasmagoria of  magical hallucinations that feedback between the body, extra-

sensory or hallucinatory experience, and the drawing as a site of  evidence exploring magical 

counter-realities. I defend hallucination as both mundane and exceptional, and as providing proof  

that must be analysed on its own terms, rather than dissected for analysis.  

Looking outward to practices and methods of  drawing that inform my drawing-based research, 

Damned Dialogues briefly examines relevant historical and contemporary drawing and magic based art 
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practices, that suffuse concept, model, and instruction, into visual and conceptual systems that 

explore ineffable subjects, between knowledge and imagination. This identifies the performative 

nature of  practices that emphasise drawing in relation to magic and entrancement. This network of  

research-based practices enact alternate worlds that intercede with the present, proposing routes 

beyond the generally intolerably corporeal conditions of  the present. Examining their influence 

upon my own methodology and approach to image making, this section examines, through its lack, 

the absence of  genuine encounter with magic within the drawings. Although they exhibit formal 

qualities of  drawing-magic — articulations of  magical other-worlds, through symbolism, abstraction, 

figuration, and diagrammatics — they do not necessarily encounter the drawing itself  as an act of  

magical invocation.  

Finally, this text will discuss my methodology, examining the various ritual and conceptual 

components that collaborate to perform the drawings as bodies of  pure intensity. This methodological 

corpus is constituted of  Breath; Glossolalia; Television and Sonic Magics; and Sigil Magic. Although 

the project has employed other multi-sensory experiences and their contingent materialities, the 

listed body-parts are an encounter with the most viscerally intense aspects of  this research, conjuring 

idiosyncratic experiences that sit outside of  my own familiar territories of  knowledge production. 

These anomalies have been the most difficult and illuminating phenomena within my research, and 

so their consolidation forms a second body, through which to think through that which became 

manifest in the drawings themselves.  

Looking outward into the field of  art practice concerned with magic and hallucinatory subjectivities, 

this contextual document is a limited exploration. Whilst there are a manifold examples available of  

drawing practices concerned with magic and hallucination, the examples chosen use drawing to 

articulate complex ruptures that form alien, phantom, accursed ontologies, paradoxically and 

radically within and without phenomenal reality. The art practices and artwork discussed here is not 

only concerned with the question of  whether an artwork can use intention and imagination to act 

upon the real — the goal of  the magician and artist alike — but that it must. These are practices that 

maximise the intensities of  perception and consciousness, beyond what a body or mind can contain, 

demanding of  their artworks and methods that they should form new bodies capable of  housing 

entire counter-cosmologies.  
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1.  Concept: On Drawing as Magic

1.1 What is a Drawing as a Magical Apparatus?

An aim of  this research is to use drawing to record hallucinations, visions, dreams, delusions, 

seizures, and phantoms, and to become entangled as both tool and co-performer in ritualistic 

engagements with idiosyncratic and enchanted subjectivities. This relies on magic as a narrative and 

allegorical container, capable of  moving between legibility and incomprehensibility — operations 

that are shared between magic and drawing, as each can function between the corporeal limits of  

the real and the de-limited possibilities of  the imagined. Organising the inevitably diffuse possible 

outputs of  drawing and magic in combination — or drawing-magic — required using them as two 

aspects of  the same apparatus. The results of  this apparatus imply a body measured in various 

intensities — corporeal and trans-corporeal, sensory and super-sensory, etc — capable of  

performing in the vacuum of  magical, two-dimensional space. Research here is a practice of  

generating, interpreting, and negotiating intensities — from embodied experiences like self-induced 

altered states, to empathic analysis of  artists’ drawings in the wider field of  contemporary art 

research. This apparatus uses drawing, reading, dreaming, viewing (from T.V. to Archives), 

entrancement, breathing, etc, as contingent parts, producing variations in knowledge that oscillate 

between the real and the imagined. 

My invocation of  historical practices to form alternate sites of  knowledge is in conversation with 

contemporary practices which follow similar approaches, through drawing and in relation to 

performativity, virtuality, and idiosyncratic subjectivities. These practices move between zones of  

narrative, performance, and the generation of  oblique symbolism – likewise via magic and 

hallucinatory subjectivity – revisiting nomadic histories and speculating hybrid futures. Yet, despite 

creating re-combinant mutations of  ideas, their output is organised into discrete and stylised modes 

of  representation or diagram, ultimately prioritising empirical structures of  order and 

categorisation. So that hallucination and magic might be free from modes of  capture that might 
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subject them to articulation or analysis, this project seeks to use drawing as a means to activate these 

subjects directly and intimately, exposing their everyday-ness alongside their radical transgressions. 

Parallel to my drawing-magic experiments, I have made multiple research trips to see Artaud’s 

drawings and notebooks in the archives of  the Centre Georges Pompidou, Bibliothèque Nationale, 

Bibliothèque Jacques Doucet in Paris, and Musée Cantini in Marseille, as has been evidenced in 

Damned Diaries. These visits produced other forms of  research through drawing-magic, using my 

methodology within acts of  drawing that used mimicry to access sympathetic, embodied knowledge 

in response to Artaud’s drawings and magical cosmology. 

My emphasis on automatic drawing is part of  a re-performing of  historical practices, which 

conflated art, magic and hallucinatory experience. This is an intimate encounter with the anti-

drawing drawing processes of  Antonin Artaud, and artist Unica Zürn, as resistant and exceptional 

case studies. Their drawing practices share common obsessions with the limits of  the body, and they 

developed some of  their most significant work in relation to their incarceration in mental asylums . 1

Their work resists the dominion of  the asylum, forming new worlds from within, which are 

superimposed without, through text-drawings done in modest school children’s notebooks with pens, 

pencils, and crayons. 

This approach is informed by historical art practices that combined magic and hallucinatory 

experience within diminutive drawings as explosive acts of  rebellion – against imposed definitions of  

madness, against the inadequacies of  the body, and even against physical reality itself. In reverence 

to the intensity of  these practices, my method re-performs some of  their paradoxes, with the aim of  

finding an adequate language with which to accommodate the ever-shifting territories and 

imaginative wealth of  hallucinatory subjectivities.  

The late drawings and writing of  Artaud are emphatic and deliberate transfigurations of  text and 

drawing into literal acts of  magic, and it is Artaud’s intransigent position that has largely informed 

the central concept of  my methodology. Although motifs of  and interest in magic can be seen 

throughout Artaud’s oeuvre, Artaud’s sense of  magical agency is most evidently marked my his 

messianic manifesto, The New Revelations of  Being / Les Nouvelles Révélation de l’être (1976, pp 414-415 /

 Artaud and Zürn were both subject to the methods of psychiatrist Gaston Ferdière — Artaud whilst incarcerated 1

at an asylum in Rodez, France, from 1943 - 1946; and Zürn as a patient periodically admitted at Saint-Anne 
psychiatric clinic between 1961 and her death in October 1970. Artaud was subjected to over 50 electroshock 
treatments by Ferdière (Barber, 1993, p.108), and Zürn committed suicide while on leave from Ferdière’s care at 
Saint-Anne.
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written, 1937). This text sets Artaud apart from the physical and the metaphysical, the living and the 

dead, as he side-steps them into the ‘Void’. This treatise on Artaud’s mystic vision is not a poetic  or 

allegorical conceit, as correspondence from the time reiterates its occult, visionary claims.  Though 2

this project does not parallel the hagiography of  New Revelations of  Being, it takes from it the sincerity 

of  addressing the real and super-real as contingent and entangled forms of  knowledge, to test, 

compare and analyse as subjects of  research, whatever their ambiguities or fragmentations. 

Navigating the necessarily entangled ambiguities and fragmentations of  this approach to drawing-

magic conjures many questions, not least in relation to how PhD research can accommodate and 

explicate this form of  knowledge production — or, more simply, can we call this knowledge? 

Through the course of  this research, this question has been answered acrobatically, through various 

dalliances with experimental theoretical writing , interdisciplinary symposia , participatory 3 4

performance , hermitic  occultism, and performances as personified research avatars . Not one or 5 6 7

other being sufficient, these inter-combinations of  performative approaches coalesce to constitute 

the moving parts of  this project, forming networks that come together in the act of  drawing as a 

magical apparatus. Borrowing from philosopher Giorgio Agamben’s definition of  an apparatus:  

I shall call an apparatus literally anything that has in some way the capacity to capture, orient, 

determine, intercept, model, control, or secure the gestures, behaviours, opinions, or discourses 

of  living beings. Not only, therefore, prisons, mad houses, the panopticon, schools, confession, 

factories, disciplines, juridical measures, and so forth (whose connection with power is in a 

certain sense evident), but also the pen, writing, literature, philosophy, agriculture, cigarettes, 

navigation, computers, cellular telephones and-why not-language itself. 
- Giorgio Agamben, 2009, p.14 

 See: Letters from 1937 (Artaud, 1976, pp. 395 - 410), particularly ‘To René Allendy’, pp 399-400: “I no longer know 2

what is normal or supranormal.”; and ‘To André Breton’, pp. 405-410: “For ludicrous as as this idea may seem to 
you, the antichrist frequents the Deux Magots (a café in Paris that was a favourite haunt of Artaud). And another 
figure of the apocalypse has also been seen at the Deux Magot… This is so and I swear it to you that I am not 
joking” (p 408). 

 Initial models of writing conflated themes as disparate as dance clubs as hallucination machines, the apparatus’ 3

of soft torture, and Antonin Artaud’s model for his Theatre of Cruelty.

 Hallucinatory Theatres at Goldsmiths University, 2014.4

 ‘Hallucinatron 5000™’ at TransActing: A Market of Values, Chelsea College of Arts, 20155

 Not a typo misidentifying hermetic - it references not the method or technique but the isolation of my magical 6

endeavours, which have been done alone and without live consultation with practicing magicians. 

 A cast of phantom avatars have populated this project, as faceless psychedelic performance artists, guitar anti-7

heroes, and anti-colonialist time-travelling film-makers.
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The moving parts of  drawing as a magical apparatus are at once simultaneous and interchangeable 

in combination: material, conceptual, symbolic, performative, and sonorous. The act of  drawing is 

always necessarily contingent to those actions that invoke magical and hallucinatory subjectivities. 

What I have tried to do is to combine these elements in such a way that my encounter with the 

drawing is through a controlled state of  dissociation, so that the act of  drawing from within magical 

subjectivities is not contrived, but likewise is anchored by the rigours of  method and contextual 

analysis, so that the encounter is simultaneously improvisational, ecstatic, and critical. In sharing the 

methodology, I am demonstrating how method relates with content. As well as this, and parallel to 

my own claims of  drawing with my phantom companions of  Artaud et al, I am offering an 

opportunity for the reader to likewise produce their own experiences — their own event — within 

the subject. 

Q: what is the spell you are casting on the reader? What spell can the reader cast in kind?  

This question is an offering, to make a magical pact with the reader/audience, based on a dissensus 

communis, or common dissent, against non-magical interpretations and analysis. It is an agreement to 

dissent from conditions of  reality that do not accommodate the space of  magical thought, or allow 

one to imagine the varieties of  unreal that these drawings propose. In answering both questions, this 

agreed dissent forms what I call mutinous knowledge, in continuity with artistic counter-world building 

that informs this project. To explore this mutinous knowledge is to take thought beyond the enchanted 

boundary — that territory where the armouries of  logic do not hold form .  8

   The concept of the enchanted boundary was written by Walter Franklin Pierce in 1930 for the Boston Society for 8

Psychic Research, critiquing refusals on the part of scientists to use their methods for the investigation of 
psychical, mystical, and otherwise supernatural phenomena. Pierce introduces the concept with this hilariously 
macho fantasy-medievalist allegory “And so they set forth toward the region which they had vowed to conquer, a band of 
gallant knights, all bedight in massy armour and bravely bearing lances and swords, all seated on steeds which were both swift 
and sure. But as soon as the first had crossed the border of that region his weapons became like rotten wood, the joints of his 
armour began to gape widely, and his proud steed altered to a sorry jade. which stumbled at every pebble in his way. And thus 
fared it with every knight as he crossed, for lo, it was an enchanted boundary.” The inability to use the same tools, 
weapons, or methods of defence are nonetheless useful to this investigation. 
Anecdotally, Pierce’s work is foundational to contemporary psychological research that investigates hallucinatory 
and supernormal mental experiences (Pierce’s work was brought to my attention via anarcho-mystic artist Bonnie 
Camplin, who was likewise learned of its significance from psychedelic researcher Dr. David Luke at Greenwich 
University.
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1.2  Hallucination as Evidence: Making Magic (Quasi-)Plastic

If  the enchanted boundary presents problems for knowledge that claims to move outside the sensible, 

this problem is surely one based in the incorrigibility of  perception — the inaccessibility to report on 

perception as sharable, transparent phenomena. For the artist, artwork, and art-viewer however, 

these limitations present fewer problems regarding proof, as the artwork articulates variant and 

idiosyncratic forms of  evidence. To go beyond the limits of  the knowable, and as a means to make 

subjective experience plastic, artworks made in response to hallucination are ideal. 

This research project began with the question, is it possible to make a hallucinatory artwork? This 

invariably led to a labyrinth of  questions, and conceptual dead ends. Should the work simulate a 

hallucination, or attempt to produce one? Either option seems incredibly inefficient, especially in 

relation to how effective entheogenic drugs are at producing hallucinations. If  artworks can meet 

either criteria — as simulated or actual hallucination — how is a hallucination even defined?

Common definitions follow the proposal of  18th century psychologist Jean-Etienne Esquirol, who  

said that a hallucination was essentially the conviction that a sensory perception existed, without  

evidence of  a material thing to sense (Esquirol, 1845,1965) . How can art produce convictions of  9

phantom senses, outside of  their material contingencies? Even if  it does, can it do this for both the 

maker and a willing audience?  

This challenge has been answered in many ways, by many practices in art and theory — via cinema 

as synaesthestic analogy ; embodied, multisensory criticality ; participatory experiments in super-10 11

sensory space ; or re-performances of  mass hallucination . Though these practices produced 12 13

   Esquirol’s definition of hallucination maintains itself as foundational to contemporary interpretations of 9

hallucination within clinical psychology, as discussed in Aleman and Larøi, 2009, p.12

   Via Synaesthesia Research at University of Sussex, and via Daria Martin's exemplary research on synaesthesia, 10

elaborated in her film and publication Sensorium Tests, 2012.

   Via Laura U. Mark's essay Thinking Multisensory Cultures (2008) and David Howes’ anthropological research on 11

Sensory Cultures at Concordia University; see: Howes, 2005. 

   Via Brazilian artist Helio Oiticica's application of the term to interactive installation artworks that seek to 12

engage all senses, and beyond them. See: Alma, R. 2012; as well as Canadian artist Chris Salter’s sensory 
attenuation installation Displace 2.0, 2012.

   See artist Joachim Koester's film, Tarantism (2007), simulating the historical "Dancing Plagues" that haunted 13

Europe in the Middle Ages. See: Waller, J. 2009.
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compelling results, their evidence seemed based in simulation, or presenting speculative simulations 

for the conditions of  a hallucination. Rather than art and concepts performing as simulations or 

virtualities, I wondered, how might the fluid qualities of  hallucination and art production be 

enfolded within each other, such that they create a third subject of  thought-form? Can the unfixed 

natures of  hallucination and art be brought into collaboration through a simple method? And can 

this method include the crucial element of  conviction-of-sense-itself  as a quasi-material, a condition 

achieved through the carrying out of  a particular performance, method, or experience? 

In Artaud’s drawing, Projection of  the True Body (1946), he hallucinates himself  outside the present, 

into the past (revolutionary soldiers can be seen in the background) and future simultaneously. This 

futurity is based in transcending the feeble and agonising limitations of  the body that shackle him - 

his bound wrists extend around a second body as a noose, as he explodes into a new enflamed body, 

animated by pure intensity. This hallucinatory body was real for Artaud, and was the ultimate goal 

towards which his drawings articulate strategies and proposals for its literal manifestation. 

 11

Antonin Artaud, La Projection du veritable corps (The Projection of the True Body). 1946. Graphite and wax crayon. 
Collection Centre Pompidou, Paris.



In my drawings, minor hallucinatory experiences have oozed between concept, form, and method, 

altering my experience of  drawing, and of  the drawings themselves. For example, in drawing 

minuscule, hair-like marks over the course of  hours, I began seeing the marks on any surface that 

could hold them. Over the course of  hours that followed, the walls of  my house became murals of  

twitching, quasi-hair things. This was not merely perceptual, but my hand twitched along with 

them, as though drawing them on some phantom notepad, with my eye and mind projecting them 

onto the wall. This hallucination was controlled, and felt utterly embodied, contingent to the act of  

drawing as a producer of  anomalous subjectivity. 

In examining hallucinatory experience as both a method and subject in drawing practice, its 

manifestations in non-entheogenic hallucinatory experiments has been functionally useful as a 

research tool, negotiating the imaginative crossroads between the imagination, perception and their 

collisions within magical subjectivities. Neurologist E.M.R. Critchley has claimed that artworks serve 

as an exemplary record and exploration of  hallucinatory phenomena (1987, pp.17-23), with magical 

thinking being a regular complement to artists’ hallucinations. Critchley idealises artistic output as 

providing exceptional reports on hallucinatory experience as a neural phenomena, to be set aside for 

analysis (ibid). As opposed to this prioritisation of  hallucinatory experience as illustrative, the 

apparatus of  my methodology — structurally functioning between and amongst drawing, magic and 

hallucination — produces more than evidence, but auto-enriching development of  hallucinatory 

subjectivities as something that can be practiced and controlled within attenuated levels of  

emotional and psychic intensity. 

As Critchley defines qualitative definitions for hallucination, recent scholarship in philosophy  and 14

literature studies  have argued for the continuity of  magic as a creative and critical method, to 15

locate and explore alternative /counter-methods for knowledge production. Using ritualistic magical 

methods in relation to hallucination, this research proposes that this form of  idiosyncratic 

perception has the potential to produce transformative experience and phenomena. As literary critic 

Leigh Wilson writes, magic "takes metaphor seriously by literalising it in order to create and 

transform" (Wilson, 2013, p: 14). In other words, magic seeks to make thought plastic. 

Artaud of  course went further than this — by likewise literalising the metaphorical, fantastical and 

poetic, he sought to conjure a new body, made of  explosive fire, as the starting point for an alternate 

 See Federico Compagna, Technic and Magic: Reconstruction of Reality, 201814

 See Leigh Wilson, Modernism and Magic: Experiments with Spiritualism, Theosophy and the Occult, 201215
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metaphysical universe. This extreme meta-cosmology was made up of  magic spells, cast primarily in 

children's composition notebooks, and contingent to magical engagement with objects in his 

immediate sphere — carving anarchic sigils in the table of  the Café de Flore in St. Germain, or 

rhythmically bashing and stabbing a log of  wood in his residential pavilion in the otherwise tranquil 

suburbs of  Ivry-sur-Seine. 

It was in these drawings, and the contexts of  Artaud’s suffering that haunt them, that I sought to 

find new meanings for drawing-magic, within and alongside the drawings themselves. In re-tracing 

and re-rendering Artaud’s marks, I found all the gestural intensity, all the annihilation and 

superimposition of  form that I had read, from reproductions and textual analyses. But I also found 

many things I did not expect — the gentleness of  control, the subtlety of  articulation, rendered 

upon subjects that as ever resisted representation. Between abstraction and figuration, these 

drawings — even as I methodically re-drew them — created oscillations within the act of  viewing. 

These were not loud things, they were quiet and virtually unnoticeable. In drawing, they came alive, 

they spoke, as impossible things that nonetheless were seeable, and more, repeatable through the act 

of  drawing. These were not reports on hallucinations, nor phantasmagorical allegories extracted 

from altered perceptions. These drawings were made through an apparatus capable of  seeing, 

moving, and mark-making just beyond the enchanted boundary — noumena rendered in carbon.  16

 For documentation, see Damned Diaries, pp 56 - 59; 65-66; 70-7216
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1.3  Defence Against the Dark Arts, or Can I Play with Madness?

To understand these drawings 

fully

you must

1. leave the written page 

and enter

the real

but also

2. leave the real

and enter

the surreal

the extra-real

the suprasensible

into which these drawings

continually

plunge

because they come from there.

- Antonin Artaud, 2006,  (written 31 January, 1948)

Anticipating questions on the ethics of  my method in relation to the respective mental illnesses of  

Artaud and Zürn, I contend that my drawings-as-magic do not and cannot simulate and thus 

trivialise their mental states. Rather, it takes their anomalous subjectivities as intelligible and 

relatable.  I take them at their word — for the purposes of  this research, and my sympathies in 

defence of  idiosyncratic perception as a form of  knowledge production, it is crucial to take their 

subjective accounts on their drawings as literal. This project does not seek to access or interpret their 

subjectivities through drawing — rather, my methods attempt to learn from their porous and 

fabulatory ontologies to discover original knowledge within the field of  drawing-as-research, as well 

as magic as artistic method. If  I do interpret the mental states of  Artaud and Zürn — hallucination 

and delusions included — it is with the consideration that they are inseparable from any 
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understanding of  their respective artistic practices. In this way, this methodology follows Michel 

Foucault’s argument for art and madness as forming a counter-diagnostic: “by the madness which 

interrupts it, a work of  art opens a void, a moment of  silence, a question without answer, provokes a 

breach without reconciliation where the world is forced to question itself… Where there is a work of   

art, there is no madness; and yet madness is 

contemporary with the work of  art, since it 

inaugurates the time of  its truth’ (2008, 

p.273-74).

Artaud and Zürn form counter-models to art 

production that re-entangle the semantical  

intensities of  madness, and thus weaponised re-

aim them at the world.Unica Zürn’s writings and drawings exemplify her demand for the 

recognition and legitimation of  childhood and madness, moving between uninhibited imaginative 

gestures, and obsessive orderings of  quasi-ideas/forms, broken and reassembled through overlay, 

erasure, tear, or reconfiguration through anagrams. They resist the circumstances that led to her 

struggles with mental illness, as well as the assumptions of  rehabilitation contingent to her multiple 

institutionalisations. They do this by supplanting the context of  psychological treatment with an 

imaginary cosmology that literalises itself  through  hallucinatory description that transmogrifies the 
 15
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conditions of  space, emotion, and the power dynamics of  care/treatment, always searching for 

occult counter-meanings, from within and without. Whilst it is speculative to assume this was 

personally emancipatory, the magical operations of  her work enchant the reader beyond 

assumption, beyond judgement, and in so doing eradicates her subject-hood or otherness in relation 

to madness as a construct. 

For example, her book House of  Illnesses (1993) combines a hallucinatory autobiography with 

drawings that combine the body, psyche, and interior architectural space. Made whilst Zürn was 

institutionalised in an asylum in 1958 , this work struggles at once to come to terms with the 17

hierarchical relationship with her psychiatrist, and the territory of  her confinement – architecture 

serving as an allegory for her magical and allegorical relationship to her body. Her psychologist, 

Jean-Francois Rabain wrote of  how her hallucinations fragmented the text to an extent that the 

reader had to read differently (Zürn, 2006, p.38). Interior and exterior are reversed and 

simultaneous, articulated by mutual operations of  text and image — the body becomes a mythical 

territory and the doctor a shamanic navigator and guide. 

 Zürn was first institutionalised in 1957, and then regularly until her death in 1970.17
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Unica Zürn, ‘Plan of the House of Illnesses’, in The House of Illnesses, 1993 (original 1958), p.8. 
Ink on paper.
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Likewise, the fragmentations in her drawings ask the reader to see drawing differently — both in 

how they portray overwhelming superimpositions of  imagery, and in how Zürn physically tore-up 

and then re-assembled them. Their surfaces are at once scarred and exquisite, psychic detritus and 

mystical cipher. The implications of  the drawings as mythic zones of  transcendent being 

demonstrates what drawing can perform beyond not only representation, but what can be said to be 

representable, which is surely a challenge for the viewer to read the drawing differently. Drawing 

alongside these works, my research has sought to articulate that they confront and provoke the artist 

researcher to indeed draw differently. 

In contrast to Zürn’s defence of  madness as generative and transcendent, Artaud acknowledged the 

accusation of  his madness, but rejected it as a fabrication created by a sadistic accuser — “If  there 

had been no doctors / there would never have been patients, / no skeletons of  the diseased / dead 

to butcher and flay, / for it is through doctors and not through patients that society began” (Artaud, 

1995). Artaud’s criticisms of  his institutionalisation decried the asylum as an incubator of  death 

(1995, p.163), as “factories of  magical torture” (Barber, 1993, p.130). Society itself  is complicit in 

this mechanisations of  this malevolent magic, activating its sharp-toothed gears through any and 

every accusation of  madness, invoking cruelty and power over the accused. More significant to 

Artaud’s messianic urgencies, madness as judgement detained the accuser from any understanding 

of  the apocalyptic counter-reality that only Artaud could invoke. Despite having endured this 

torturous fragmentation of  self, Artaud’s self-hood was re-made as whole through a likewise magical 

cosmology and system of  magical acts, through a prosthetic relationship to explosive forms of  

expression. This expression was, at its core, always a magical vocality, even if  executed as dormant 

incantations embedded within text or drawings. This was never madness, but an occult manifesto 

for an immanent and imminent counter-real.  

In one of  Artaud’s last pieces of  writing, following to have done with the judgement of  god (1947), he 

defends his thwarted work as aimed for a popular audience, revoking accusations that the piece was 

motivated by deviance and insanity (Artaud, 1976 [written, 1948] pp 581 - 583). In a letter of  

protestation over this censorship, Artaud writes, “this broadcast was a search for a language which 

the humblest road-mender or coal-seller would have understood, a language which conveyed by 

means of  bodily transmission the highest metaphysical truths” (ibid, p.583).  

Seemingly anticipating his censorship, the radio play ends with a sarcastic interview with a fictional 

journalist, asking for meaning and accusing Artaud of  being mad. Artaud refutes madness in a 

language of  resistant metaphysics — esoteric refutations crash in piles of  obtuse hyperbole, 
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exploding the apparatus of  the body as a declaration of  metaphysical and ecstatic emancipation: 

“For tie me up if  you wish, but there is nothing as useless than an organ. When you have given him 

a body without organs, then you will have delivered him from all of  his automatisms and restored 

him to his true liberty. Then you will teach him again to dance inside out as in the delirium of  dance 

halls and that inside out will be his true side out,”  (Artaud, 1995, [written, 1947] p.307). 18

Performance theorist Kélina Gotman has defended a more mundane reading of  Artaud and To have 

done with the judgment of  god. Gotman defends the normalcy of  Artaud's claims, or else, normative 

intentions. She writes, "As a performance, it meant not only to reflect on, but to change the 

world" (Gotman 2015, p 215). She continues, "Artaud becomes the tragic hero, in a drama of  re-

individuation whose only outcome seems to be an infinitely receding philosophical discourse 

predicated on his utter alterity: an utter alterity he refused, as he sought to remain both like 

everyone else and multiple" (ibid, p. 123). Artaud insisted on the cultural and causal normalcy of  his 

magical assault upon the real, and in so doing entangles parallel interpretations of  madness and 

artistic genius. 

The entanglements between madness, genius, and the mundane presented through Zürn and 

Artaud’s work present complex challenges to knowledge. In thinking through drawing and magic 

with these works and respective oeuvres, I have invariably been caught in similar entanglements and 

fragmentations. This research attempts to catalogue these entrancements and befuddlements, and 

find continuity within a field of  highly idiosyncratic practices, to continue a dialogue that likewise 

defends an assemblage of  art-as-magic-as-method within academic research. 

   This quote is central to philosophers Deleuze and Guattari in their extended proposal for a Body without 18

Organs, within their anti-psychiatric theoretical work, A Thousand Plateaus (2004), the second book in their two 
volume examination, Capitalism and Schizophrenia (English tranlations published 1977, 1980). This has been 
influential to my examination, but is not explored in this thesis. As it forms a distinct philosophical apparatus for 
exploring Artaudian territories beyond the enchanted boundary, it would cause too many entanglements in relation 
to my own method to produce useful analysis in relation to the text’s complexities. 
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2.  World-Building Between Worlds: 
       Proposals from the Multiverse in Contemporary Drawing Research

As Modernist preoccupations with occult magic, mystical experience, and hallucination in relation 

to drawing were not unique to Artaud, Zürn, or Spare, likewise there are a multitude of   

Contemporary drawing practices that run parallel to the entanglements of  this project: from 

performative uses of  entrancement and automatic methods; experiments in esoteric meta-diagrams; 

and likewise direct conversation with Artaud. Drawing continues to function as a paradoxical 

medium, its directness and simplicity traversing dimensional and metaphysical thresholds, conjuring  

proposals from the multiverse. 

Despite the apparently manifold potentials of  drawing to articulate otherwise multi-dimensional 

subjects, it is rarely the primary medium of  Contemporary artists, more often contingent or 

attendant to a dominant form of  production. From the physical and sonorous spaces of  

performance and installation, to the virtual spaces of  conceptual, digital, and research-based 

practices, drawing tends to mark out a liminal zone of  inquiry, where these dominant methods reach 

the threshold of  their capabilities. Despite its brute material simplicity, drawing  is ever capable of  19

functioning outside of  the physical and technical limits of  other media. It can portray the durations, 

motions, and expanse of  multiple universes, as easily as describing the impossibly minuscule; it can 

be a hypnotic stenographer, or likewise conjurer of  entrancement. These characteristics make it 

ideal for the exploration of  mystical and hallucinatory experience. 

This conceptual malleability has been used to staggering effect within many practices that have 

influenced this project, from Marguerite Humeau’s diagrams of  the history of  life in the universe 

(High Tide, 2019); to Ellen Gallagher’s phantasmagorical Afrofuturist taxonomies, exploring 

aetherial, oceanic otherworlds (Morphia [recto/verso, 2008-12]); and Matthew Ritchie’s variously 

inchoate iterations of  the universe as conflated entanglements of  occult symbolism and scientific 

diagrammatics (Abandon, 1998). Matt Mullican’s performance series, Untitled (Matt Mullican Under 

Hypnosis) (1970’s - present) produce large-scale drawings that are made — no prizes for guessing — 

 This definition of drawing is not taking into account more expanded conceptualisations of drawing, but is 19

concerned with the more traditional or indeed conservative interpretation of drawing as the act of making lines, 
shading, hatching, or stippling with monochromatic pigment — such as ink or graphite — on a paper ground. 
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while under hypnosis. Executed in a gallery environment, these performances the exhibit the artists’ 

state and experience of  hypnosis explicitly as a performing body. If  the performance is prioritised, then 

the drawings might be seen to betray the purity of  gesture, expression, and vocality. However if  

drawing is prioritised, it becomes a cipher from beyond, communicating a visual language particular 

to Mullican’s hypnotic subjectivities, forming novel, idiosyncratic quasi-systems of  knowledge.  

These types of  quasi-systems, extracted via  

drawing from within states of  entrancement, 

have long been explored as a form of  medical 

diagnosis by the indigenous Shipibo-Conibo 

people of  Peru. Indigenous artist Sara Flores 

draws these traditional motifs free-hand 

without measurement, re-mapping their visual 

motifs, gained through shamanic ayahuasca 

ritual, and situating them as oblique scores for 

improvisational musical performance.  
 20
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Marguerite Humeau, High Tide, 2019. Black ink pen on layout paper.;
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Matt Mullican, Matt Mullican Under Hypnosis, 2007. Performance, Tate Modern, London, January 27, 2007.
Matthew Ritchie, Abandon, 1998. Pencil, ink on Mylar.
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Throughout these examples as they relate to my own methods, relationships between magical 

ontologies, the inherent sonorities of  performance, and acts of  drawing form productive 

entanglements that grapple with the enchanted boundary of  the knowable. The utopian thresholds 

of  drawing, though evidently Contemporary, stretch back interminably through the history of  

human image making.  While this project will not supply an encyclopaedic overview, I will look at 20

how some historical motifs have found new ground and relevance in contemporary image making. 

As this project focuses on particular historical artist-magicians to contemporise the methods of  their 

madness’, I will discuss another model of  world-building that looks to the past as a pathway through 

to the future, always through the malleable dimensions of  drawing.  

A crucial influences on this combination of  elements are the 17th century mystical alchemical 

etchings of  Robert Fludd and Jacob Böhme, which respectively articulated theories for metaphysical 

cosmologies, moving between symbolic, material, performative and noumenous characteristics 

therein. Their illustrations were informed by mystical visions from interior experiences. These 

 In his book The Mind in the Cave, (2002) archeologist David Lewis-Williams posits the theory that the earliest 20

forms of cave art sought to invoke the benevolence of through the act of drawing, the surface being a liminal 
boundary between the mundane and spiritual world. 
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Robert Fludd, De Musica Mundana. Illustration 
from Utriusque Cosmi, 1617.



illustrations served as spiritualist propositions, challenges to accepted religious doctrine — in 

Böhme’s case leading to charges of  heresy. These charges could not supplant his urgency to 

articulate the multisensory mystical hallucinations that he expressed in his elaborate, esoteric 

diagrams.  

Jacob Böhme, the noted mystic, saw and conversed with what he appeared to regard as an 

unearthly visitor, heard music inaudible to others, and claimed to have seen different spheres of  

the supernal world.  

(Prince, 1930) 

Likewise, Fludd’s use of  image and language formed what he terms ‘medicinal incantations’ — the 

use of  the spoken incantation as medicine, functioning on both corporeal and trans-corporeal levels. 

(Szulakowska, 2011) 

Though Böhme and Fludd were neither the first nor entirely unique in their illustration of  

metaphysical / hallucinatory mystic worlds, the complex exchanges between body, spirit, and 

materiality found in their esoteric works are foundational models for contemporary practices that  

explore western mysticism through drawing.  

The meta-diagrammatic visual systems in these works can be seen in the contemporary work of  

artist Suzanne Treister. In her series, Alchemy (2012), Treister clearly appropriates themes from 

Dionysius Freher’s 18th century illustrations, which in turn had been appropriated themes from 

Böhme and Fludd. This lineage of  image-making forms a continuity that always forms futurities, 

using the sensing body in relation to diagrams formed out of  abstract exchanged between 

materiality, corporeality, and aetheriality. In Treister’s work, these systems are flipped from their 

conceits as benevolent and transformative images, into a remodelling of  corporate newspapers, 

presenting the journalistic word as a site of  magical malevolence.  

Triester’s work fulfils a contemporary urgency to articulate complexity through diagrammatic and 

conceptual possibilities of  the image. Her drawings perform complexity through allegories of  time-

travel, implicating both the artists and audience as agents, carrying inter-dimensional viruses into 

the aether via the diagram. Bodies of  Pure Intensity has had a sustained and long-term connection to 

Treister’s work, starting from her project Hexen 2039 (2006). In this body of  work Treister uses 

multiple drawing methodologies to explore relationships between magic and power. The meta-

narrative within this series interrogates the imaginative contingencies of  technology, through the 
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artist becoming a time-travelling psy-ops special agent. Treister’s alter-ego, Rosalind Brodsky, moves 

with angelic intention and authority re-invoking cultural figures who conflate magic, technology, and 

narrative. 

These drawings invoke electricity as an animating force, with the series GRAPHITE propounding 

that the photo-real drawings of  occult and mystical subjects are themselves drawn with pencils 

charged with electrical current, to imbue the drawing itself  with psycho-reactivity. This linkage to 

electricity and the materiality of  drawing has 

haunted my own approaches to drawing ever 

since I saw Treister’s Hexen 2039 in 2006. 

Electricity is a binding concept within this project, 

bridging neural processes with ritual uses of  

audiovisual media contingent to drawing-magic.  

Coming full circle back to the primary 

consideration of  Artaud’s late drawings, the 

connection between electricity and drawing-

magic is a mythically tragic circuit, as their causal 

relationship is tied to Artaud’s treatment/torture 

in Rodez asylum. His doctor, Gaston Ferdière, 

prescribed a dual treatment of  electroconvulsive 

therapy (ECT) and art therapy, with art 
 23
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production serving as evidence of  the success of  the ECT. Artaud despised this method as a 

treatment, as it reduced the body to a machine, prioritising his autonomic body, which he reviled 

and rebelled against in favour of  a body of  pure intention. (Murray, 2014, p.141) Yet, to ask 

Ferdière, it would seem that these sequences of  torturous electric charges gave Artaud back his 

agency to create art (Barber, 1999 p.45). Perhaps it did, but perhaps more, for it gave him the ability 

to manifest counter-bodies, capable of  traversing and colonising multiverses he demanded as real. 

For Artaud, electricity haunts the space between the materiality, perception and magic, where 

perhaps only drawing can record its noumenous articulations.  
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3. Method: On Anatomies for a Body of Pure Intensity

If  indeed my sympathies are caught within highly idiosyncratic entanglements, the question remains 

as to how this can be communicable as academic research. In prioritising drawing as a staging space 

for performed drawing-magic as research — a site of  documentation, diagramming, and formal 

experiments with the limits of  representational legibility — I have attempted to form theatrical 

connections between its content, its method, and its mode of  presentation. This theatrical 

engagement with drawing, especially as it networks with likewise magic as method, delves into its 

latent performativities, forming connections between body, senses, spaces, media, and subjectivity. 

Specifically how the material and temporal contexts surrounding drawing as a static, two-

dimensional object can propose it likewise as active, as living — as a curse, a spell, or a cipher.  

My approach to drawing attempts to address two primary issues: firstly, to use direct technical 

characteristics of  mark-making to communicate magical ideas which would otherwise elude 

attempts at fabrication or representation; and secondly, to engage it as a method for recording, 

producing, and attenuating magical, quasi-hallucinatory experience. Within this methodology, 

magic functions as an intermediary mechanism between the technical processes of  drawing and the 

anomalous variability of  hallucinatory experience, allowing forms and methods to noticeably bleed 

into each other.  I approach each drawing with sets of  rules, which I often break, but that serve as 

guiding structures through which to test my methods through repetition and variation. Repetition is 

organised through material choices (black carbon ink, paper) a set of  representational themes (earth, 

air, fire, water, aether), and use of  durational (quasi-)automatic drawing . The affects of  these 21

drawing rituals are catalogued in journals following completion, and go on to inform subsequent 

works. 

   The origin of Automatic Drawing as an artistic method is at times credited to the surrealist Henri Michaux, at 21

others to Austin Osman Spare, depending who you ask. As Spare’s intentions for automatic drawing are were both 
artistic and magical, the hallucinatory and aleatory aesthetic approach of Michaux tends to be prioritised in 
historicisations of Automatism.  
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The technical execution of  the drawing used automatic methods to find forms to develop. Using 

biros, archival ink pens, and graphite, the drawings balanced different approaches to improvisational 

drawing, at times focusing on the duration of  contour lines, and other times emphasising the process 

of  articulating density, in shading or cross-hatching. The decision making process was continual, and 

like a conversation, each subsequent decision was measured by what came before it.  

As the project follows regimes of  

magic, the 5 publications follow and 

adapt to the structural sequences of  

instruction and performance relative 

to each. This is intended to fragment 

any attempt at a holistic linear 

encounter with the thesis, producing 

unsteady and shambolic readings. As 

is the case with Artaud’s oeuvre, as 

Stephen Barber has pointed out, it is 

“unreadable and unseeable as a 

whole” (2008, p.8), purposefully 

obfuscating interpretation and 

analysis. Following Artaud, there is a 

resistance to language — even as it 

is used — and a prioritisation of  

embodied altered perception, in

order to locate and refine some alien 

form of  magical expression — “I say that the lost language is now a lightning which I make 

reappear through the human fact of  breath: lightning which my pencil blows on paper 

sanction” (Artaud, in Barber, 2001). 

The body born of  these fragmentations is the shape-shifting magical body, between self, concept, 

and media, that becomes the work. “From imprecation / to imprecation / these pages progress / 

and like bodies  of  / new / sensibility / these drawings / are there / to comment upon them / to 

aerate / and clarify them” (Artaud, 2004 [written, 1948], p.7). Unica Zürn likewise invokes parallels 

between the drawing and a reconfiguration of  an ideal body — “in those books I opened out, 

forming a shining star made of  countless new arms and legs and necks and heads; I became a 

beautiful flower-like monstrosity” (Zürn, 1994). 
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In kind, this project has formed collaborations between the notebook and hallucinatory 

investigations of  what a body can do to perceive differently. In an attempt at using hallucination as 

an affective filter for the drawings, I have used various techniques of  self-induced altered states 

before and during the act of  drawing. These have included variations in breathing technique, yoga, 

meditation, and an anarchic, collagist approach to the design and performance of  magic ritual. 

Along with the mystical functions of  drawing-magic, my aim has been to create a demonstrable, 

layered methodology for the examination of  hallucination as an idiosyncratic but also everyday 

experience. This emphasis on idiosyncratic subjectivity as a common and to some degree verifiable 

experience references psychologists Andre Aleman and Frank Larøi's distinction that hallucination is 

not only a perception without a corresponding stimulus, but is also, and perhaps in a more common 

and quotidian way, responsive to cues from sensory input, and so are more idiosyncratic or 

individuated experiences, rather than anomalous and thus alien or 'other'. (Aleman, Larøi, 2009, 

chapters 1 – 3)  

The dynamic exchanges that form the speculative body of  pure intensity are most clearly demonstrated 

in Damned Diaries, giving reports direct from within the experience. This contextual report will not 

analyse these reports in relation to other practices per se, as this is an unnecessary dissection of  their 

most vital energies. This section on methodology will however re-iterate some of  the methodological 

components that have made up the body of  this research, and how this has been born of  a magical 

assemblage of  intensity, captured in the act of  drawing. 
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3.1 Prototypes: Bodies of Pure Intensity as Progeny of Magic Machines

The research carried out for this project has been quite solitary, yet it evolved out of  a participatory 

performance work titled Hallucinatron 5000, performed as part of  ‘#TransActing: A Market of  

Values’, in the Parade Grounds at Chelsea College of  Arts in 2015 . This work attempted to 22

artificially create a hallucinatory experience for individual audience members. I invited participants 

to wear the Hallucinatron 5000 — a customised eight-sided box inside which was a scaled-down 

stereophonic cinema. An exchange was played out through my extracting of  their octochronoplasmic 

residues, which I claimed I was retrieving through the Hallucinatron and embedding into drawings, 

via a ‘plasma-net’. These drawings were claimed to hold a minuscule amount of  their psychic 

essence, enough to use in magical rituals to manipulate their psychical selves, for better or for worse.  

Conceptually, the piece was essentially a mock con-job, commenting on disingenuous and 

manipulative arenas of  commerce in self-care and new age cultures. What I came away with 

however, was a testing ground for how to explore psychical ideas through automatic drawing. The 

layering of  concepts, media, and situation likewise became prototypes for what I would go on to 

develop in this research project. Following the discoveries in the Hallucinatron 5000 artwork, this 

project would have had to remain on an ironic register were I to continue it as a participatory 

performance, as the ethics otherwise would have been highly dubious.  

Adapting the complexity of  this performance piece to a more distributed and durational project of  

self-experimentation gave each component its own terrain, its own space and time to perform. 

Experimenting on myself  has  allowed an unsteady negotiation between sincerity, absurdity, and — 

crucially — genuine observations of  hallucinatory experience invoked by my methodologies. 

This initial experiment evolved into this current thesis and body of  work. Once a comic, 

performative homunculus, it now has distinct and articulated limbs-of-method.  

  A reflective response and images can be seen in Damned DIY, in section 2.2.: Case Study A: Damned Drawing at 22

Market of Values, London, pp.22 - 24
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3.2  Supplement on Body Parts

Throughout this thesis, the Body of  Pure Intensity is invoked as a magical analogy, largely paradoxical, 

yet articulating a series of  animating principles, functioning within and without distinct registers of  

art research. This section will explore some major aspects of  the project that find contextual root in 

contexts of  art and magical practice. Whether these themes are informed by historical practices or 

those within a contemporary context, these practices communicate outside of  time, and all 

commonly operate between speculative histories and futurities. In an attempt to articulate a skin to 

contain these respective energies, I will focus on contextualising breath, glossolalia, television and 

sonorous magics, and sigil magic, as they have influenced and been embedded within this research. 

3.2.1  Drawing Breath

No drawing made on paper is a drawing, the reintegration of a sensitivity misled, it is a machine 

that breathes, this was first a machine that also breathes.

-Antonin Artaud, quoted in Jacques Derrida, ‘To Unsense the Subjectile’, 1998 p.41.

Discussion of  the breath has been central to this project, particularly how it connects to become a 

media in the production of  subjectivities. This production can be seen in the oeuvres of  Artaud, 

Zürn, and Spare, with the breath being a device as well as a concept and agent. Amongst the other 

layers of  my methodology, breath is described as not only a central engine powering the project in 

reference to cultures of  self-induced entrancement, but as a critical actant that conspires with 

thought to reorder both the body and the conditions of  the perceived horizons of  the real.  
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In Artaud and Zürn, the breath becomes entangled with the functions of  other sense organs. For 

Artaud, the breath is a force which expels the power of  the voice, like energetic plasma billowing out 

to take effect upon the real. Zürn’s conflations of  organs inscribes the breath within a holistic 

cosmology of  hallucinatory space, between the inner and outer world. Both Artaud and Zürn 

admonish their respective sensorium as autonomic, untrustworthy (at best), or else treacherously 

damned. 

In the case of  Austin Osman Spare, breath becomes 

both gateway and vehicle to magical transcendence. In 

his anarcho-magical magnum opus The Book of  Pleasure, 

Spare includes an automatic contour line drawing of  an 

entangled body, seemingly bound and un-breathing. The 

accompanying text speaks of  death as paradoxically that 

which precedes access to true, pure pleasure. In contrast 

to Artaud and Zürn, Spare does not vilify the body, but 

in fact the contaminated quality of  ideas (Spare, 2014, 

p.54). However, Spare’s thesis on death is one that

literalises the eradication of  the organism, locating

ecstasy by practicing non-resistance to death. (ibid, p.56)

The Death Posture is a sequence of  actions which,

amongst other ritual aspects, fluctuates between over-,

under-, and non-breathing to invoke a trance of

timelessness. The perfunctory instructions in the text

normalise this outlandish and highly dangerous practice,

but in doing so present the body as merely one

instrument within a more elaborate performance

between the real and unreal, all of  which must be

abstracted for the cause of  his ecstatic magic.

Outside of  the esoteric criteria of  the magical, in a very 

mechanical sense, the breath has been a central engine to the manifestation of  quasi-hallucinatory 

states. As is discussed throughout this thesis, and particularly in Damned D.I.Y., I have used a variety 

of  breathing techniques within my methodology, from Stanislav Grof ’s patented Holotropic 

Breathwork, to yogic techniques of  pranayama, all of  which have co-produced the requisite intensity 
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through which to encounter the act of  drawing. Although all aspects of  my methodology are 

contingent to each other, along with the actual mechanical act of  drawing, controlled breathing has 

been the most essential mechanism for  altering consciousness within this method. To some extent, it 

could be argued that it is the most crucial mechanism, even before drawing, as without the 

heightening of  sense, emotion, and perception that conscious breathing allowed, drawing from 

within a lattice of  magical subjectivities might have largely been a conceit.    

The abstracting of  the breath, as can be seen in the works of  Artaud, Zürn, and Spare, is the main 

formula for its use as media. Through examining the use of  breath, and more widely to its 

relationship to the body and manifestations of  magical intention, I have had experiences beyond the 

real, and born abstract golems whose tattooed bodies were born of  intensive acts of  breathing. 

___ 

From research journal: 

Breath builds velocity, over time, as time disappears. Only ten minutes, twenty, thirty, and I am lost in a whirling, 

pulsing, altered real. ‘Shhh… rrrrssst… khhrhhrhh…tshhhhhh…’ my mouth unfixes itself  from its familiar palette, it 

moves air with deliberate precision, as though it were weaponised, concealed in the forced climaxes of  the breath. My 

head is light, it becomes a site of  invented sensation, fabricated harmonic intervals of  emotion, sounding the microtonal 

intervals between ecstasy and terror, grief  and revelation, boredom and bliss. The blankness of  melancholia rings like a 

bass note, a fluctuating portomento rising and falling. More sound shapes itself, the palette creates more formal 

responses to these interior states. Word-things emerge, dancing amongst themselves, each a new improvisational response 

to the last. “Ka’arrachthool tebeerethaar khar’ruthuülakha deieniee art’oo…” 

Within the breath there is a latent, phantom world. The breath feeds the brain, and overfeeding the brain 

produces supra-conscious, supra-sensory experiences. This is nothing revelatory — spiritual practices the 

world over have used the breath to access connection to other worlds, other selves. This follows intention, 

instruction, the rituals that inscribe themselves within culture. It is a communal act, with communal 

contingencies that form alternative narratives — these form parallel consensus counter-realities. These 

counter-realities are weighted by their mystery, but more than their mystical appeal, they take hold as a meta-

narrative bonds of  shared experience. The community finds themselves exempt from the finitude of  the real. 

My experience with the breath has been both in groups and in isolation. What isolated practice has allowed is 

critical distance from any fixed, consensus experience. Within this critical distance, I have been able to 
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observe how the breath triggers supra-aesthetic experience. What I have experienced is an emptying of  

dependency on autonomic functions — the body becomes static, unhindered by the urgencies of  discomfort 

or desire. The flipping into imaginative and performative hyperbole is automatic, compulsive, and explosive.  

The breath produces plastic phenomena. This statement is simultaneously a fact, and a fabulation. It is no less 

significant in either case.  

Some have claimed that the breath give access to the most potent psychoactive drug on the planet - N,N-

Dimethyltryptamine, or DMT.   This may be the case, and it may be as likely that hyperventilation starves 23

the brain of  blood, but in either case, everyday perception is transmuted into something else. This plastic, 

mechanical relationship between the breath and intense psychedelic  experience makes hallucinatory 24

experience utterly quotidian. This accessibility extracts it from idiosyncratic subjective experience, making it 

usable as a performance and a media. In other words, it can be used to make things. 

Now I know

the objective plastic power

of the breath

the breath is something

in the air

it is not merely

a stirring

of the air,

it is a massive

concretion in

the air

and one that must

 be felt

in the body and

by the body

- in Artaud (2004), p. 20

 See: Strassman, 2001.23

 I mean ‘psychedelic’ in its etymological sense here, as mind-manifesting - psychedelic experience stimulates more 24

regions of the brain than any other combination of stimuli or experience, which would seem to result in the 
common experience of the mind observing itself.
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3.2.2 (Non-)Words: Glossolalia as Magic Formula

Tout vrai langage est incompréhensible, comme la claque du claque-dents; ou le claque (bordel) de ƒémur à dents 
(en sang).  

All true language is incomprehensible, like the clap of  the clapperdudgeons; or the claptrap (cat house) of  the 
toothed highbone (bloodied).  

- A. Artaud, 1948 ; trans. Eshleman, Bador, 1995, p.229 25

K’TUOLACHT’RUUL DAHGARNEETH PASTUU LI CHAH’CHADOBEESMAACH 
’TRETHAA NESHENQUASTI’R   KAVASTOOOBDRTH J’HUUORA PAGANTOO LA 
GHIRASO J’BIINTCH’HRTIY’RA OCKJHO GH’RIIKKRTA BA SUH NETAH’GHA 
BESH’NTGHRI’TI’IA SABO’HCHRIATC B’NRENTA COSOTRABVFGHRRIA TENTUU 
LA SOH KHAARAGHTAN’GHO DEISTHU’UR GAST’RRUOCHKTHA’LK 
BAQKUIRA’CHKSUUL AM’NBDBECAS ARUO’L 

How to speak to/with/about impossible subjects: formations of  performative vocalities, sculpting 

themselves as sound-forms from the formless cast of  the mouth. The breath enters, vitalises, 

inebriates and dislocates sense and consciousness. Raw affect emerges from nowhere, a phantom 

sense hallucinated from an over-oxygenated field of  hyperbole. Teeth grit, constricted, lips and 

tongue flex in athletic anticipation, as energies cut across and through the vocalising apparatus. 

Sounds emerge, as pure movements of  sound, devoid of  meaning, carrying affective intensities and 

autonomic quasi-lingual formations and patterns.  

The patterns feel spontaneous but simultaneously contrived. Sounds are familiar, enunciations feel 

like mis-remembered sounds from languages heard through a (false) filter of  myth — the tongue 

acrobatics produce guttural utterances and vibrato rolls that recall Tlingit-Athabaskan, Haida and 

 Originally published in 1948, Paris: K editeur. Written November 25, 1946.25
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Tsimshian dialects heard as a child growing up in Alaska ; impassioned over-articulations in Puerto 26

Rican Spanish, from within my mother and grandparent’s mother-tongue, distant and mostly 

inaccessible to me; and finally — though difficult to admit to myself  — the absurd identification 

with Star Trek’s invented Klingon, a mythical language of  a humanoid species of  noble barbarians. 

There is an intimacy to identifying the origins of  this idiosyncratic glossolalia: abandoning meaning, 

there is a puerile myth-making that is lain bare — heroic sci-fi languages designed for battle, for 

verbal sparring with intergalactic warlords. They are absent of  softness, casualness, or nuance. A 

resistant non-language, communicating in abstract formations of  spasmodic, tortured agony. 

Artaud conflated speech with breath as a convergence with the time and space of  the mythical. His 

use of  glossolalia is incantatory, systematic, purposeful; even as it is based in a metaphysical nihilism 

that revokes all but the power to enunciate sound as a curse. The body, absolved of  any trace of  

purpose, becomes an allegorical machine, an apparatus for converging into a mystical other. In his 

drawings, glossolalia hovers in different grids of  orientations, swirling and distant, latent virus’ 

waiting to be performed as apocalypse. The drawings call out for the breath, to be weaponised 

through the vocalisation of  these haunted scripts. 

Zürn’s drawings are embedded with text that is arguably more systematised, as her preoccupation 

with anagrams meant that her use of  language was less intuitive that Artaud. This forms a separate 

approach within a common them — the words, ruptured through tear-marks on the page, are like 

sobbing invocations, words stuck in throats, waiting to be excavated.  

These methods have been learned from, have become immersed in the effluvium of  non-language 

that flows into and out of  the drawings. They are curses, that act upon real bodies.  27

 This research does not include linguistic analysis of my glossolalia, as has been applied to Artaud’s glossolalia / 26

language systems (see: Allen Weiss’ essay, ‘K’, in Phantasmic Radio, 1995, pp 9 - 34). Instead, this description is 
rooted  in  the  entangled  and  problematic  subjectivities  of  memory  and  its  potential  for  creative  acts  of 
mythopoeisis (myth-making) that exist within not understanding, or the spaces between knowledge. 
I  note  that  my  acknowledgement  of  Northwest  Coast  Indigenous  language  traditions  is  born  of  personal 
associations that  are necessarily  problematic.  My intention is  to acknowledge cultural  stereotypes as  psychic 
phantoms,  in  solidarity  with  performance  artist  Guillermo  Gomez-Peña’s  articulation  of  the  ‘ethnocyborg’, 
counter-body made of “one fourth stereotype, one fourth audience projection, one fourth aesthetic artifact and 
one fourth unpredictable social monster” (Gomez-Peña, 2005, p.81)

 Having developed the parallel practice of glossolalia within my method, I have found at least one instance of 27

coincidence where their intentions had observable effects. Having invoked an intense glossolaliac curse upon a 
brambly shrub near my home, for the sin of spiking my child’s hand when they ran into it, the particular plant 
encountered and cursed died within the week, drying into a grey husk, whilst the same sibling plants neighbouring 
it thrived. 
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archina
ne coco rabila

co rabila e caca rila

archeta
ne capsa rifila

ca rifila
e carta chila

archita
ne corto chifila

corti fila
e capsa chila28

 Artaud, originally written by dictation in Rodez asylum, 1947. Translation, 1995, pp. 251-25228
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3.2.3 On Television Magic

Like the paper and pigment, breath, or glossolalia, audiovisual media form a crucial intensity within 

this project. This research has avoided discourses on the virtual in regards to moving image media,   

or otherwise, as contemporary manifestations, such as virtual reality, fundamentally conflict with the 

basic premise of  this project — consumptive media articulates alternate worlds to be inhabited in, 

whereas this research concerns itself  with acts of  counter-world-building through the abstractions of  

page and perception. The television would seem a problematic actor within this methodological 

theatrum, and would be were it not for cultures of  magical détournement that have articulated 

means to reclaim the purposes and uses of  its affective and illusory entrancements.   

The Temple of  Psychick Youth (ToPY) developed the practice of  Television Magick collectively 

within their experiments in art as magic between 1981 and 1990. Using the mechanism and content 

of  the television within psychedelic ritual, it became a tool for invoking psychic schisms, to go 

beyond perceptual appearances. As the television was commonly maligned as a method of  mass 

entrancement, the effects of  this entrancement were made abstract, through both technical and 

conceptual means. Starting with the actual audiovisual effects, ToPY define the basic characteristics 

of  the television set as an assemblage of  magical operations. “Buttons, switch, channel, remote 

control, video. Yes, modern magickal lingo. The symbols of  a new form of  incantation, spell, 

ritual.” (P-Orridge, 2006, p.165) Along this the ritualistic mechanisations of  the television itself, its 

situation as an ambient device is appropriated, as a delinquent offspring of  Brion Gysin’s famed 

Dreamachine.  ToPY’s initial investigations invite scholarly magical expansions, with primary 29

concepts of  inquiry being the powers of  the edit, its relationship to the construction of  continuity, the 

psychic manipulations of  advertising jargon, and through this the programmatics of  bias. (ibid, p.164) 

Desire as constructed through these mechanism, is measured against Austin Osman Spare’s notion 

of  forgetfulness - it is only when desire is forgotten (through the entrancement of  the television in 

  The Dreamachine is a device that is intended to invoke REM dream-states while a subject is awake. It is made 29

by placing a hanging light within a hollow cylinder, with decoratively but precisely placed windows cut through, 
the cylinder being placed on a turntable set for 78rpm, its rotation creates a stroboscopic light pattern. To use the 
device, one closes their eyes within close proximity of the cylinder — light patterns at 8 - 12 beats per second, 
which is intended to match Alpha brain waves (8 - 12 Hz), thus invoking a brain state only otherwise achieved in 
sleep  or  trance.  Brion  Gysin  planned  and  built  the  Dreamachine  in  collaboration  with  mathematician  Ian 
Sommerville between 1958 and 1960.
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this instance), that the desire can be realised (likewise, through the television). Desire then is played 

out within an abstract dimension of  entrancement.  

This is defined explicitly as a form of  sorcery — the use of  magical intention to cause actual effects 

within reality. Further to enacting this sorcery, ToPY manifested their experiments with television 

magic in a parallel post-punk band and audiovisual spectacle Psychic TV, which rolled out their 

method on a spectacular and industrial scale.   

Both the mechanism and the content of  television was largely finite in the 1980’s when this method 

was developed. The idiosyncrasies of  analogue television technology — from the inconsistencies of  

radio-receiver reception, to the extreme audiovisual dissonances of  image tracking and colour 

modulation, as well as manipulations of  the cathode-ray tube with heavy magnets — made it an 

ideal aleatoric device. In my expanded method of  television magic, I have appropriated methods 

established by ToPY and applied them to the conditions of  what might constitute a contemporary 

definition of  television. As screen-based media has changed in regard to technicity (radio to digital; 

CRT to LCD to OLED monitors; et al.), scale (domestic cinema to pocketable smartphones), and 

programming (from channels catering to specific demographics, to surgically precise collation by 

algorithm on contemporary web streaming services). Despite these alterations in technological and 
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cultural contexts for the televisual, what I wanted to focus on was amplifying affective experience in 

my own viewing. Affective intensity, or as Artaud named it, ‘Affective Athleticism’ (1958, p 133), 

would be the primary means of  self-entrancement.  

Given the specificity of  contemporary viewing habits, I decided that my own specific research 

interests should be reflected in my choice of  programming, including films, televisual programmes, 

and documentaries. These selections generally connected to themes common to my research, such 

vulgar or apocalyptic portrayals of  mystical experience (eg: The Man in the High Castle [2015-19] 

an adaptation of  Philip K. Dick’s dystopian novel that imagines a alternate reality where the Axis 

powers won WWII; these two realities bridged by mystical inter-dimensional travellers). The power 

of  the ‘guilty pleasure’ — in watching specifically what turns one on, televisually speaking — I judged 

to be crucial in assessing and redeploying its magical intensities.  

Yet my own experience of  television was not always this. I grew up in 1980’s America, watching 

commercial television programmes, and bootleg movies on video that my Dad got from a cigar-

smoking giant of  a man named Chuck. This viewing was about shared experience, the collective 

euphoria of  watching what everyone else was forming a mythic bond. My experience of  the 

otherworldly began here, in the sci-fi mythologies of  Star Wars and Star Trek; the benevolent magic 

and heroes quest of  E.T.; the fuck the world polemics of  late night contraband MTV. Because this was 

also a hauntological residue of  my televisual experience, I decided that I must likewise use film and 

other screen-based media that had been seen en masse, by as many people as possible. I watched the 

most viewed films and media of  all time (eg: Avatar (2009), Star Wars: The Force Awakens (2015); 

music videos like Psy’s Gagnam Style (2012), seen billions of  times). Part of  my goal in using television 

magic was that it would be general, usable, in line with the methodologies of  ToPY, and using 

popular media seemed an appropriate way to do this in the extreme.  

However, in as much as universal experience was crucial, I decided to likewise deploy obscure and 

disturbing moving image media as a counter-point to these popular consonances. These likewise 

followed themes within my research and approach to magic, such as Begotten (1990), a grating 

abstract horror film about a god that simultaneously kills and births itself; or Decoder (1984), it’s own 

premise based in concepts of  audiovisual magic (and starring Genesis P. Orridge as the leader of  an 

apocalypse-cult). Seeking to amplify this dissonant tier of  my method, I also used computer video 

software to create disorientating effects, such as video echoes, where I paced two films a second apart  

from each other to create a delayed doubling of  sound and image. Techniques of  dissonance were 
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used experimentally, including stroboscopic lighting effects and externally amplified overlaying of  

noise and abstract sound, and in combinations of  consonant and dissonant media. 

In total, my method of  television magic interrogates the extent to which it produces acousmatic  30

dissonances, through overlaying disjointed relationships between montage; portrayals of  everyday 

and invented settings; manipulations of  lighting and perspective; faciality as manipulative force in 

spoken dialogue, versus the hallucinatory imposition of  the disembodied voice (via narration). These 

and many more factors constitute the power of  its energies, through which I have, in parallel to  

established ToPY methods, used as manipulations of  my own consciousness to attain mystical 

experiences. 

 Acousmatics is a neologism and practice developed by composer Pierre Schaeffer, to describe sound that was 30

displaced from its source of origin. This is typified by early tape experiments, where sound was extracted from a 
continuum and edited into fragmented montages. See: Schaeffer in Cox, Warner (eds), pp.76-81
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3.2.4 On Other Sonorous Magics

Parallel to experiments with Television Magic, I have used sound and music in combination, to 

further enhance the effects using audiovisual media as a tool of  entrancement. As discussed, 

listening has been one of  the primary tools for invoking altered states within my methodology. This 

has been informed again by ToPY experiments, and those preceding it in the work of  seminal 

industrial band Throbbing Gristle (TG), and later the continuation of  sound-as-magic via TG 

members’ respective projects — Genesis Breyer P-Orridge’s Psychic TV, and Peter Christopherson’s 

Coil. Through different means, these projects produced sonorous magics that, like their experiments 

with television magic, used the assemblage of  mundane components of  music performance as a 

ritualised magical interface. TG, Psychic TV, and Coil respectively sought to invoke altered, mystical 

states — for themselves and audiences/listeners — by aggressively manipulating the contingent 

relationships between sound and performance. 

Whilst this project has used the intensity of  the above practices to inform an approach to sound, as 

my project has focused on a hermetically enacted methodology, I have likewise been informed by 

the transcendental methods of  listening developed by the composer Pauline Oliveros. Oliveros’ 

method of  Deep Listening takes encounters with sound as unending opportunities for meditative and 

transformative contemplation . Whilst this is based in more spiritualist paradigms of  transcendent 31

experience, and less in mutinous intensities this project seeks to engage in, it has nonetheless 

influenced an approach to the accumulated processes of  my methodology, in terms of  experiencing 

each magical organ — drawing, breath, vocality, television, sound — as durational practices, with 

interweaving confluences and dissonances. In their regularities and durations, they provide continual 

opportunities to encounter and embody magical experience. This experimental approach 

culminated in the production of  bespoke sonic drones, Greatest Hits of  Octochronoplasmancy, as included 

with this thesis, and so have become a central component of  my magical methodologies. 

 For a comprehensive account of Deep Listening as a methodology, see Oliveros, 2005.31
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3.2.5 On Sigil Magic: Conflations of Text, Magic, and Image

Another formal constituent of  this research is the art of  sigil magic. Commonly, this is a practice of  

creating symbols to evoke a magical purpose, to conjure and convene with angels or demons, or 

more recently to simply consolidate an urgent purpose within a talismanic symbol. The history of  

sigil making is ancient, but contemporary practices relevant to this research begin with Austin 

Osman Spare’s redefinition of  the sigil in the Book of  Pleasure (1913 / 2014, pp.94 - 99). Spare 

redefined the sigil as a method of  deprogramming conscience and conjuring from within ones own 

unconsciousness, through the aid of  an invented magical graphic, and to the goal of  ecstatic 

pleasure. Spare’s focus on pleasure fractured hierarchical uses of  sigils within Western esoteric 

practices, prioritising magic as an emancipatory apparatus, rather than a technology for 

communicating with and manipulating the spiritual world. Following this innovation practitioners of  

sigil magic such as Brion Gysin and Genesis Breyer P-Orridge/ToPY, would go on to use it to 

conflate magic, poetics, semiotics, and numerology, always towards magical encounters with the 

mundane conditions of  consensus reality. Along with guiding personal artistic and magical 

experimentation, sigils have also been used as a critical mechanism for countering the manipulations 

of  corporate logos, seen broadly as a malevolent counter-magic. Though their uses and intents are 

manifold, common purpose in contemporary sigil-making is anchored in an enchanting of  the real, 

to produce causal effects responsive to embodied desires. This can be seen both in the corporate 

logic of  the sigil, and the emancipatory intentions of  artist-magicians. 

The drawing method within this research extends the use of  the sigil as a critical and emancipating 

apparatus, complicating its arrangement through an exploding of  graphic formulae. In traditional 

sigil magic, words, images, or numerological symbols are reduced to a single entangled system, 

inscribed in a graphic. My drawings have moved in and outside of  this system, embedding sigils as 

notation, amidst a miasma of  marks, reactive and responsive to the heightened intensities born 

through the breath, its vocalisation through glossolalia, and its attenuation through television magic 

and deep listening. In confluence with these methods, and through formalising a sequence stylistic 

drawing techniques, the drawings here become amplified through complexity, but maintain a similar 

focus of  locked intention, seeking to manifest effects upon the real, as an act of  drawing. 
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As a parallel, a complex arrangement of  intercombinant sigil-assemblages can likewise be seen in 

Artaud’s drawings For example, The Machine of  Being or Drawing to look at askew / La Machine de l’être ou 

Dessin à regarder de traviole (1946), which conflates figurative and abstract drawing with text, cypher-

like marks floating throughout like magical sigils - graffiti or phantoms. Each component is only 

symbolically defined, choreographed in a chaotic melange of  indefinite meaning. These sigils 

likewise attach themselves to the haphazardly rendered central figure-like torture devices. Animal 

demons, broken windows, coffins with symbolic bodies, inflamed organs carrying glossolalia as 

comic word bubbles. These move in and out of  meaning, avoiding any single element landing with 

legible certainty. The material and the supernatural coalesce to perform cat and mouse flirtations 

with the real, on this wonky and suspect stage. Even their uncertainty is not reducible to chaos and, 
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Artaud, Antonin,  La Machine de l’etre ou Dessin à regarder de traviole (The 
Machine of Being or Drawing to look at askew). 1946. Graphite and wax crayon 
on paper. Collection of Musée Cantini. Marseille. 



as with many of  Artaud’s drawings, these fragmented elements stay close enough to order, to 

implied taxonomies, just out of  reach, ready to dissipate into ether. In fact, the meaning of  ‘de 

traviole’ in the work’s title would seem multiple: as a colloquial word, it means ‘askew’ as has been 

used in the translation (see: Rowell, 1996, p.75), but likewise is used doubly in French as ‘crooked’ — 

both literally askew and figuratively suspicious. 

It is precisely the crooked nature of  Artaud’s drawings that I have attempted to learn from and talk 

with. Through aberrant pilgrimages to converse with these drawings on their own terms, the  most 

significant discoveries were in the hidden / occult details within Artaud’s drawings — phantom 

parentheses; zombie geographies; unseated, sentient ghost thrones. These details, gestures, attempts 

to represent the unrepresentable, all perform accursed actions within the act of  drawing. They 

perform as sigils always have — to use the immediate act of  symbolic mark making to manifest 

impossible, magical intention.  
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Conclusion

This research begins by positioning drawing as an act of  magic. It asks the reader to consider what 

might be produced given these conditions. What is produced, when drawing is more magic than art; 

when magic is more concept or media than esoteric tradition; when hallucination is a critical 

position or even ontology rather than a mental state? This research muddles its core terms, 

dislocating them, thrusting them into the testing site of  drawing, viewing, vocalising, and writing. 

What is produced is always necessarily entangled, and it is through this entanglement that the act of  

drawing succeeds as a primary site for idiosyncratic thinking — between image, language, gesture, 

materiality, and performance. 

Within and alongside these entanglements, this research is a conjoined event within the subject of  

drawing, using technique and method to perform magical methodologies, hallucinatory perception, 

and to inscribe these performances distinctly within drawing-based knowledge. These performances 

are invocations, in trans-temporal dialogue with historical practices that are ever in the 

contemporary moment, even though drawn from an ever-distant past. From alchemical and mystical 

foundations, through the milieux of  mid-20th century (counter-)surrealisms, as realised by Artaud 

and Zürn, to contemporary conflations of  drawing, magic and performance, the body of  pure 

intensity draws from this well of  knowledge between corporeal and ineffable evidences.    

Within the context of  drawing-based art research, explorations of  esoteric themes and experiences 

continues to increase, and as they do so they have included practices that have been historically 

othered. Amongst divergent practices that explore histories of  power, the nature of  perception, the 

limits of  the knowable, the legacies of  racism, or else indigenous cosmologies, the motifs and 

methods of  magic and altered perception continue to contribute novel forms of  knowledge through 

drawing, maintaining specificity without being incorrigibly remote. As a rudimentary technology, 

hand-to-surface methods of  drawing have an immediacy that produces dynamic, performative, and 

communicable explications of  sublimely entangled subjects. Within this field of  research, this project 

has tried to expand upon these qualities of  communicability to test what happens when acts of  

drawing  become synonymous with magic thought and the sequences of  ritual. This conflation of  

drawing and magic reflects my own relationship to drawing, but is not only as a heuristic account of  
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my own experience within the subject — it is a transparent and repeatable method to be built on, 

the occult made transparent.  

Thinking with and alongside the drawings of  Artaud, this project has explored the magical 

alterverses that his drawings propose, attempting to enter into a conversation of  gestures and quasi-

forms. Mimicry of  Artaud’s drawings uncovered a porous trance-corporeality, the drawings 

becoming intermediary zombie bodies for an Artaudian demon-possession. The drawing series 23 

Drawings to Muddle Magic presents an original examination of  Artaud’s drawings, analysed both 

through their respective media — drawing — and conceptual terrain — magic.  Subsequent 

drawing-based archival research has expanded on the methodological originality in this drawing 

series, likewise giving evidence of  distinctive material and conceptual encounters with Artaud’s 

drawings. These archival encounters with Artaud’s notebooks and drawings has literally drawn out 

new knowledge, through imitative and associative drawing as a form of  analysis. This is not analysis 

upon the subject of  these drawings, but always with and alongside, meeting them at their gestures, 

their intensities, and their insistence upon being intelligible only within the realms of  magic. 

In articulating a communicable terrain through which to engage research from the anchorage of  the 

magical, my methodology forms an original contribution to knowledge within drawing-based art 

research, locating zones of  performance, and collating concepts, methods, and contexts that made 

drawing-magic a tangible proposal. This is significant, as in the absence of  the fragmented iterations 

of  this project, this research would likely have either fallen short of  its stated aims — to engage the 

artwork as an act of  magic, and to ask how one can make a hallucinatory artwork — or else may 

have formed an exegesis on artistic production that would have been too far outside defensible 

evidence for PhD research. The assemblage of  texts here give evidence from multiple vantages, 

through the drawing itself; reflective and reflexive reports in relation to these acts of  drawing-magic; 

a participatory, diagrammatic pamphlet and series of  sound loops to draw readers and practitioners 

into an embodied encounter with the methodology; contextual analysis synthesising the primary 

components in a more usable academic parlance. Like the apparatus of  the drawings themselves, 

this system of  partial evidences assemble to present mutinous knowledge not as a polemic within art 

research, but a field of  potential that can inform ongoing encounters with drawing and magic in 

contemporary art research.  

As an answer to my initial motivating question, ‘how do you make a hallucinatory artwork?’ this 

research has thought through drawing beyond its material conditions and conceptual limits. The 

page here is a space within which to provide evidence from extra-sensible trance and hallucinatory 
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experience, as well as a zone of  abstraction to think through noumenous subjects that are allowed to 

be thought through imagined bodies, made not of  organs and systems of  coordination, but of  

explosive and entangled intensities. I have reported on these entanglements through reproductions 

of  drawings, reflexive examinations, invitational instructions for participation and recreation of  my 

methods, and this contextual text. In addressing what a drawing can do as an act of  magic, and 

giving evidence of  its phenomenal and plastic effects, the correspondences and latticed meanings 

have, I hope, come through this five-part assemblage of  image, text and sound. 
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